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IntroductionThe study of automated (sequential) program veri�cation has an inherent the-oretical barrier in the guise of the halting problem and formal undecidability.The simplest programs which manipulate the simplest in�nite data types suchas integer variables immediately fall foul of these theoretical limitations. Duringexecution, such a program may evolve into any of an in�nitude of states, andknowing if the execution of the program will lead to any particular state, suchas the halting state, will in general be impossible to determine. However, thishas not prevented a very successful attack on the problem of proving programcorrectness, and there are now elegant and accepted techniques for the semanticanalysis of software.The history behind the modelling of concurrent systems, in particular hard-ware systems, has followed a di�erent course. Here, systems have been modelledstrictly as �nite-state systems, and formal analysis tools have been developedfor completely and explicitly exploring the reachable states of any given system,for instance with the goal of detecting whether or not a halting, i.e., deadlocked,state is accessible. This abstraction has been warranted up to a point. Realhardware components are indeed �nite entities, and protocols typically behavein a regular fashion irrespective of the diversity of messages which they may bedesigned to deliver.In specifying concurrent systems, it is not typical to explicitly present thestate spaces of the various components, for example by listing out the statesand transition function, but rather to specify them using some higher-levelmodelling language. Such formalisms for describing concurrent systems arenot usually so restrictive in their expressive power. For example, the typicalprocess algebra can encode integer registers, and with them compute arbitrarycomputable functions; and Petri nets constitute a graphical language for �nitelypresenting typically in�nite-state systems. However, tools which employ suchformalisms generally rely on techniques for �rst assuring that the state spaceof the system being speci�ed is semantically, if not syntactically, �nite. Forexample, a given process algebra tool might syntactically check that no staticoperators such as parallel composition appear within the scope of a recursivede�nition; and a given Petri net tool might check that a net is safe, that is,that no place may acquire more than one token. Having veri�ed the �nitenessof the system at hand, the search algorithm can, at least in principle, proceed.The problem with the blind search approach, which has thwarted attemptsto provide practical veri�cation tools, is of course that of state space explosion.The number of reachable states of a system will typically be on the order ofexponential in the number of components which make up the system. Hence agreat deal of research e�ort has been expended on taming this state space, typ-ically by developing intelligent search strategies. Various promising techniqueshave been developed which make for the automated analysis of extremely largestate spaces feasible; one popular approach to this problem is through the useof BDD (binary decision diagram) encodings of automata [20]. However, suchapproaches are inherently bound to the analysis of �nite-state systems.Recently, interest in addressing the problem of analysing in�nite-state sys-3



tems has blossomed within the concurrency theory community. The practicalmotivation for this has been both to provide for the study of parallel programveri�cation, where in�nite data types are manipulated, as well as to allow formore faithful representations of concurrent systems. For example, real-time andprobabilistic models have come into vogue during the last decade to reect forinstance the temporal and nondeterministic behaviour of asynchronous hard-ware components responding to continuously-changing analogue signals; andmodels have been developed which allow for the dynamic recon�guration of asystem's structure. Such enhancements to the expressive power of a modellinglanguage immediately give rise to in�nite-state models, and new paradigmsnot based on state space search need to be introduced to successfully analysesystems expressed in such formalisms.In this survey, we explore the two major streams in system veri�cation:equivalence checking , which aims at establishing some semantic equivalencebetween two systems, one of which is typically considered to represent the im-plementation of the speci�cation given by the other; and model checking ,which aims at determining whether or not a given system satis�es some prop-erty which is typically presented in some modal or temporal logic. In the surveywe concentrate exclusively on discrete systems, and neglect in�nite-state struc-tures related to, e.g., timed and hybrid systems. The variety of process classeswhich we consider is catalogued in Section 1, where we detail the relative ex-pressive powers of these classes. The two approaches to system veri�cation aresummarized here, where we also sketch the contents of the two relevant sectionsof the survey.Equivalence CheckingEquivalence checking, that is, determining when two (in�nite-state) systemsare in some semantic sense equal, is clearly a particularly relevant problem insystem veri�cation. Indeed, such questions have a long tradition in the �eldof (theoretical) computer science. Since the proof by Moore [121] in 1956 ofthe decidability of language equivalence for �nite-state automata, formal lan-guage theorists have been studying the equivalence problem over classes ofautomata which express languages which are more expressive than the class ofregular languages generated by �nite-state automata. Bar-Hillel, Perles andShamir [6] were the �rst to demonstrate, in 1961, that the class of languagesde�ned by context-free grammars was too wide to admit a decidable theory forlanguage equivalence. Shortly after this, Korenjak and Hopcroft [95] demon-strated that language equivalence between simple (deterministic) grammars isdecidable. Only recently has the long-open problem of language equivalencebetween deterministic push-down automata (DPDA) been settled (positively)by S�enizergues [132, 133].Decidability questions for Petri nets were addressed already two decades ago,with the thesis of Hack [63]. However, it has only been in the much more recentpast that a more concerted e�ort has been focussed on such questions, with theinterest driven in part by analogies drawn between classes of concurrent systemmodels and classes of generators for families of formal languages. In [114] Milner4



exploits the relationship between regular (�nite-state) automata as discussedby Salomaa in [130] and regular behaviours to present the decidability and acomplete axiomatisation of bisimulation equivalence for �nite-state behaviours,whilst in his textbook [115] he demonstrates that the halting problem for Turingmachines can be encoded as a bisimulation question for the full CCS calculusthus demonstrating undecidability in general. This �nal feat is carried outelegantly using �nite representations of counters in the thesis of Taubner [141].These results are as expected; however, real interest was generated with thediscovery by Baeten, Bergstra and Klop [4, 5] that bisimulation equivalence isdecidable for a family of in�nite-state automata generated by a general class ofcontext-free grammars.In Section 2, we present an overview of various results obtained regardingdecidability and complexity, with particular emphasis on bisimulation equiva-lence, focussing on the various techniques exploited in each case. Our interest inbisimulation equivalence stems predominantly from its mathematical tractabil-ity. Apart from being the fundamental notion of equivalence for several processalgebraic formalisms, bisimulation equivalence possesses several pleasing math-ematical properties, not least of which being|as we shall discover|that it isdecidable over process classes for which all other common equivalences remainundecidable, in particular over the class of processes de�ned by context-freegrammars. Furthermore in a particularly interesting class of processes|namelythe normed deterministic processes|all of the standard equivalences coincide,so it is sensible to concentrate on the most mathematically tractable equivalencewhen analysing properties of another equivalence. In particular, by studyingbisimulation equivalence we can rediscover standard theorems about the decid-ability of language equivalence, as well as provide more e�cient algorithms forthese decidability results than have previously been presented. We expect thatthe structural techniques which can be exploited in the study of bisimulationequivalence will prove to be useful in tackling various other language theo-retic problems. Indeed, while S�enizergues' proof of the decidability of DPDA isextremely long and complex, developed over 70 pages of a 166 page journal sub-mission, Stirling [138] has since presented a far simpler proof of this result usingvariations on some of the structural analysis techniques explored in Section 2.Apart from the basic equivalence checking problem, we also survey relatedquestions regarding regularity checking , that is, determining if a given sys-tem is semantically �nite-state. Within a typical application domain such asthe modelling of protocols, we might analyse in�nite-state systems which weintend to semantically represent �nite-state behaviours: our speci�cation of thesystem is �nite-state, but the state space of the implementation is (syntacti-cally) in�nite. A positive answer for the regularity checking problem wouldallow the equivalence checking algorithm to exploit well-developed techniquesfor analysing �nite-state systems (assuming that the equivalent �nite-state sys-tem could be extracted from from this answer).
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Model CheckingApart from equivalence checking, model checking provides perhaps the mostpromising approach to the formal veri�cation of distributed, reactive systems.In this approach, one uses formulae of a temporal logic to specify the desiredproperties of a system, and a (semi-)decision procedure then checks whetherthe given system is a model of the formula at hand. In particular, in the case of�nite-state systems model checking is, at least theoretically, always applicable,since an exhaustive traversal through the reachable state space of the systemunder consideration can e�ectively provide enough information to solve the veri-�cation problem. In fact, using BDDs, �nite-state model checking has had someprominent industrial success stories, despite the omni-present state space explo-sion threat, making it an indispensable tool for hardware design. The practicalsuccess of model checking can be witnessed by the immediate popularity of thenewly-published textbook by Clarke, Grumberg and Peled [41].Again, as algorithms for �nite-state model checking typically involve the ex-haustive traversal of the state space, they are inherently incapable of verifyingin�nite-state systems, and must be replaced by algorithms based on di�erenttechniques. The new techniques which have been developed for model check-ing have mainly been inuenced by formal language theory, where there existsa long tradition of reasoning about �nitely-presented in�nite objects, in thiscase formal languages described by automata or grammars. Consequently, no-tions from formal language theory form a recurring theme in the veri�cation ofin�nite-state systems, e.g., as a means for the description of such systems, orin characterizing the expressive power of certain temporal logics.One general problem is, however, the trade-o� between expressiveness anddecidability. Expressive models of computation, in conjunction with power-ful speci�cation formalisms, inevitably lead to an undecidable model checkingproblem. However, taking weaker models and/or formalisms in order to recoverdecidability often greatly diminishes its practical value. The goal of this surveyis to provide a systematic presentation of the results obtained so far concern-ing decidability and complexity issues in model checking in�nite-state systems,thereby identifying feasible combinations of process classes and temporal logics.In Section 3.1 we provide a brief introduction to the temporal logics weconsider, together with their branching time and linear time classi�cations. Wethen proceed by presenting decidability and complexity results about modelchecking for various classes of in�nite-state systems, �rst for branching timelogics in Section 3.2, and then for linear time logics in Section 3.3. Due to thewealth of techniques which have been devised for use in conjunction with thewide variety of logics which one may consider, we only sketch the main ideasof the relevant results in this survey. This gives a conceptual and easy to readoverview, which is complemented by tight links to the original literature, thusenabling the interested readers to access all the technical details.Acknowledgements Sections 1 and 2 are based on the survey In�nite Re-sults [118] presented at CONCUR'96, and the origins of Section 3 are foundin the survey More In�nite Results [25] presented at INFINITY'96. However,6



there has been a ood of new results in the intervening years, and these earliersurveys are vastly extended here. We wish to thank Richard Mayr and MarkusMueller-Olm for detailed comments on earlier drafts of this survey.
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1 A Taxonomy of In�nite State Processes1.1 Rewrite Transition SystemsConcurrent systems are modelled semantically in a variety of ways. They maybe de�ned for example by the in�nite traces or executions which they may per-form, or by the entirety of the properties which they satisfy in some particularprocess logic, or as a particular algebraic model of some equational speci�ca-tion. In any case, a fundamental unifying view is to interpret such systemsas edge-labelled directed graphs, whose nodes represent the states in which asystem may exist, and whose transitions represent the possible behaviour of thesystem originating in the state represented by the node from which the tran-sition emanates; the label on a transition represents an event correspondingto the execution of that transition, which will typically represent an interac-tion with the environment. The starting point for our study will thus be suchgraphs, which will for us represent processes.De�nition 1 A labelled transition system is a tuple hS; �;�!; �0; Fi where� S is a set of states.� � is a �nite set of labels.� �! � S���S is a transition relation, written � a�!� for h�; a; �i 2 �!.� �0 2 S is a distinguished start state.� F � S is a �nite set of �nal states which are terminal, meaning that foreach � 2 F there is no a 2 � and � 2 S such that � a�!�.This notion of a labelled transition system di�ers from the standard de�nition ofa �nite-state automaton (as for example given in [74]) in that the set of statesneed not be �nite, and �nal states must not have any outgoing transitions.This last restriction is mild and justi�ed in that a �nal state refers to thesuccessful termination of a concurrent system. This contrasts with unsuccessfultermination (ie, deadlock) which is represented by all non-�nal terminal states.We could remove this restriction, but only at the expense of Theorem 4 belowwhich characterises a wide class of labelled transition systems as push-downautomata which accept on empty stack. (An alternative approach could betaken to recover Theorem 4 based on PDA which accept by �nal state, but wedo not pursue this alternative here.)We follow the example set by Caucal [32] and consider the families of la-belled transition systems de�ned by various rewrite systems. Such an approachprovides us with a clear link between well-studied classes of formal languagesand transition system generators, a link which is of particular interest when itcomes to exploiting process-theoretic techniques in solving problems in classicalformal language theory.De�nition 2 A sequential labelled rewrite transition system is a tuplehV;�; P; �0; Fi where 8



� V is a �nite set of variables; the elements of V� are referred to as states.� � is a �nite set of labels.� P � V� � � � V� is a �nite set of rewrite rules, written � a�!� forh�; a; �i 2 P, which are extended by the pre�x rewriting rule: if � a�!�then � a�!�.� �0 2 V� is a distinguished start state.� F � V� is a �nite set of �nal states which are terminal.A parallel labelled rewrite transition system is de�ned precisely as above, ex-cept that the elements of V� are read modulo commutativity of concatena-tion, which is thus interpretted as parallel, rather than sequential, composition.We can thus consider states as monomials Xk11 Xk22 � � �Xknn over the variablesV = fX1; X2; � � � ; Xn g. With this in mind, we shall be able to exploit the fol-lowing result due to Dickson [48] which is easily proved by induction on n.Lemma 3 (Dickson's Lemma) Given an in�nite sequence of vectors of nat-ural numbers ~x1;~x2;~x3; : : : 2 Nn we can always �nd indices i and j with i < jsuch that ~xi � ~xj (where � is considered pointwise).The state Xk11 Xk22 � � �Xknn can be viewed as the vector (k1; k2; : : : ; kn) 2 Nn .Hence, Dickson's Lemma says that, given any in�nite sequence �1; �2; �3; : : :of such states, we can always �nd two of these, �i and �j with i < j, such thatthe number of occurrences of each variable X in �j is at least as great as in �i.We shall freely extend the transition relation �! homomorphically to �nitesequences of actions w 2 �� so as to write � "�!� and � aw�!� whenever � a�! �w�!�. Also, we refer to the set of states � into which the initial state can berewritten, that is, such that �0 w�!� for some w 2 ��, as the reachable states.Although we do not insist that all states be reachable, we shall assume that allvariables in V are accessible from the initial state, that is, that for all X 2 Vthere is some w 2 �� and �;� 2 V� such that �0 w�!�X�.This de�nition is slightly more general than that given in [32], which doesnot take into account �nal states nor the possibility of parallel rewriting as analternative to sequential rewriting. By doing this, we expand the study of theclasses of transition systems which are de�ned, and extend some of the resultsgiven by Caucal, notably in the characterisation of arbitrary sequential rewritesystems as push-down automata.The families of transition systems which can be de�ned by restricted rewritesystems can be classi�ed using a form of Chomsky hierarchy. This hierarchyprovides an elegant classi�cation of several important classes of transition sys-tems which have been de�ned and studied independent of their appearance asparticular rewrite systems. This classi�cation is presented in Figure 1. (Type 1rewrite systems, corresponding to context-sensitive grammars, do not feature inthis hierarchy since the rewrite rules by de�nition are only applied to the pre�xof a composition.) In the remainder of this section, we explain the classes of9



Restrictionon the rules� a�!� of P Restrictionon F Sequentialcomposition ParallelcompositionType 0 none none PDA PNType 112 � 2 Q� and� 2 Q�� whereV = Q ] � F = Q PDA MSAType 2 � 2 V F = f"g BPA BPPType 3 � 2 V and� 2 V [ f"g F = f"g FSA FSAFigure 1: A hierarchy of transition systems.transition systems which are represented in this table, working upwards startingwith the most restrictive class.FSA represents the class of �nite-state automata. Clearly if the rules arerestricted to be of the form A a�!B or A a�!" with A;B 2 V, then the reachablestates of both the sequential and parallel transition systems will be elements ofthe �nite set f� 2 V� : j�j � j�0j g.'
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$

%

Example 0 In the following we present two type 3 (regular) rewrite sys-tems along with the FSA transition systems which the initial states X andA, respectively, denote.X a�!YY b�!"Y c�!"
?
"Y
X???ab c A a�!BA a�!CB b�!"C c�!"

?AB C"= ~~ =a ab cThese two automata both recognise the same (regular) language fab; ac g.However, they are substantially di�erent automata.BPA represents the class of Basic Process Algebra processes of Bergstra andKlop [9], which are the transition systems associated with Greibach normal form(GNF) context-free grammars in which only left-most derivations are permitted.
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Example 1 In the following we present a type 2 (GNF context-free gram-mar) rewrite system along with the BPA transition system which the initialstate X denotes.X a�!XBX c�!"B b�!"
R

"X BXB BBXBB
- - -� � �? ? ?a a ab b bc c c � � �� � �

This automaton recognises the context-free language fancbn : n � 0 g.BPP represents the class of Basic Parallel Processes introduced by Chris-tensen [35] as a parallel analogy to BPA, and are de�ned by the transitionsystems associated with GNF context-free grammars in which arbitrary gram-mar derivations are permitted.'

&

$

%

Example 2 The type 2 rewrite system from Example 1 gives rise to thefollowing BPP transition system with initial state X.X a�!XBX c�!"B b�!"
R

"X BXB BBXBB
- - -� � �� � �? ? ?a a ab b bb b bc c c � � �� � �

This automaton recognises the language consisting of all strings of the form(a+b)�cb� which contain an equal number of a's and b's in which no pre�xcontains more b's than a's.We shall assume that for all type 2 rewrite systems, " is the only terminalstate. Combined with our previous assumption that each variable is reachablefrom the inital state, this implies that each variables is on the left hand side ofat least one rule.PDA represents the class of push-down automata which accept on emptystack. To present such PDA as a restricted form of rewrite system, we �rstassume that the variable set V is partitioned into disjoint sets Q (�nite controlstates) and � (stack symbols). The rewrite rules are then of the form pA a�!q�with p; q 2 Q, A 2 � and � 2 ��, which represents the usual PDA transitionwhich says that while in control state p with the symbol A at the top of thestack, you may read the input symbol a, move into control state q, and replacethe stack element A with the sequence �. Finally, the set of �nal states is givenby Q, which represent the PDA con�gurations in which the stack is empty.11



Caucal [32] demonstrates that, disregarding �nal states, any unrestricted(type 0) sequential rewrite system can be presented as a PDA, in the sense thatthe transition systems are isomorphic up to the labelling of states. The strongerresult, in which �nal states are taken into consideration, actually holds as well.The idea behind the encoding is as follows. Given an arbitrary rewrite systemhV;�; P; �0; Fi, take n satisfyingn � maxf j�j : � a�!� 2 P g; andn > maxf j�j : � a�!� with � 2 F g:Then letQ = fp� : � 2 V� and j�j < n g; and� = fZ� : � 2 V� and j�j = n g [ f� g:Every �nal transition state � 2 F is represented by the PDA state p�, that is,by the PDA being in control state p� with an empty stack denoting acceptance;and every non-�nal transition system state �1�2 � � ��k 62 F with jj < n andj�ij = n for 1 � i � k, is represented in the PDA by pZ�1Z�2 � � �Z�k�, that is,by the PDA being in control state p with with the sequence Z�1Z�2 � � �Z�k�on its stack. Then every rewrite rule introduces appropriate PDA rules whichmimic it and respect this representation. Thus we arrive at the following result.Theorem 4 Every sequential labelled rewrite transition system can be repre-sented (up to the labelling of states) by a PDA transition system.'

&

$

%

Example 3 The BPP transition system of Example 2 is given by the fol-lowing sequential rewrite system.X a�!XB X c�!" B b�!" XB b�!XBy the above construction, this gives rise to the following PDA with initialstate pX�. (We omit rules corresponding to the unreachable states.)X a�!XB : pX� a�!p"ZXB� p"ZXB a�!pXZBB pXZBB a�!p"ZXBZBBX c�!" : pX� c�!p" p"ZXB c�!pB pXZBB c�!p"ZBBB b�!" : pB� b�!p" p"ZBB b�!pB pBZBB b�!p"ZBBXB b�!X : p"ZXB b�!pX pXZBB b�!p"ZXBThis is expressed more simply by the following PDA with initial state p�.p� a�!pB� pB a�!pBB q� b�!qp� c�!q pB b�!p qB b�!qpB c�!q
12



Note that BPA coincides with the class of single-state PDA. However, we shallsee in Section 1.3 that any PDA presentation of the transition system of Exam-ple 2 must have at least 2 control states: this transition system is not representedby any BPA.MSA represents the class of multiset automata, which can be viewed as\parallel" or \random-access" push-down automata; they are de�ned as aboveexcept that they have random access capability to the stack.#
"

 
!Example 4 The BPA transition system of Example 1 is isomorphic to thatgiven by the following MSA with initial state pX.pX a�!pBX pX c�!q qB b�!qNote that when the stack alphabet has only one element, PDA and MSA triv-ially coincide. Also note that BPP coincides with the class of single-state MSA.We shall see in Section 1.3 that any MSA presentation of the transition systemof Example 1 must have at least 2 control states: this transition system is notrepresented by any BPP.PN represents the class of (�nite, labellled, weighted place/transition) Petrinets, as is evident by the following interpretation of unrestricted parallel rewritesystems. The variable set V represents the set of places of the Petri net, andeach rewrite rule � a�!� represents a Petri net transition labelled a with theinput and output places represented by � and � respectively, with the weightson the input and output arcs given by the relevant multiplicities in � and �.Note that a BPP is a communication-free Petri net, one in which each transitionhas a unique input place.
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Example 5 The following unrestricted parallel rewrite system with initialstate X and �nal state YX a�!XA XAB c�!X YA a�!YX b�!XB X d�!Y YB b�!Ydescribes the Petri net which in its usual graphical representation net wouldbe rendered as follows. (The weights on all of the arcs is 1.)
A XY B�66� -}> -� � -?6

= > ~}
ca ba bbd

j �The automaton represented by this Petri net recognises the language con-sisting of all strings from (a+ b+ c)�d(a+ b)� in which the number of c'sin any pre�x is bounded above by both the number of a's and the number ofb's; and in which the number of a's (respectively b's) before the occurrenceof the d minus the number of c's equals the number of a's (respectively b's)after the occurrence of the d.Although in the sequential case, PDA constitutes a normal form for unrestrictedrewrite transition systems, we shall see in Section 1.3 that this result fails tohold in the parallel case. We shall in fact demonstrate that the automatonassociated with the above PN is not the automaton of any MSA.1.2 Languages and BisimilarityGiven a labelled transition system T = hS; �;�!; �0; Fi, we can de�ne itslanguage L(T) to be the language generated by its initial state �0, where thelanguage generated by a state is de�ned in the usual fashion as the sequencesof actions which label rewrite transitions leading from the given state to a �nalstate.De�nition 5 L(�) = fw 2 �� : � w�!� for some � 2 F g, and L(T) = L(�0).� and � are language equivalent, written � �L �, i� they generate the samelanguage: L(�) = L(�).With respect to the languages generated by rewrite systems, if a rewritesystem is in the process of generating a word, then the partial word shouldbe extendible to a complete word. That is, from any reachable state of thetransition system, a �nal state should be reachable. If the transition systemsatis�es this property, it is said to be normed ; otherwise it is unnormed.14



De�nition 6 We de�ne the norm of any state � of a labelled transition system,written n(�), to be the length of a shortest rewrite transition sequence whichtakes � to a �nal state, that is, the length of a shortest word in L(�). Byconvention, we de�ne n(�) = 1 if there is no sequence of transitions from �to a �nal state, that is, L(�) = ;. The transition system is normed i� everyreachable state � has a �nite norm; otherwise it is unnormed.Note that, due to the assumption following De�nition 2 on the accessibility ofall the variables, if a type 2 rewrite transition system is normed, then all of itsvariables must have �nite norm. The following then is a basic fact about thenorms of type 2 (BPA and BPP) states.Lemma 7 Given any state �� of a type 2 rewrite transition systems (BPA orBPP), n(��) = n(�) + n(�).Proof For the sequential case, L(��) = L(�) � L(�) = fuv : u 2 L(�) andv 2 L(�)g. For the parallel case, L(��) = L(�) k L(�) = fu1v1u2v2 � � �unvn :u1u2 � � �un 2 L(�) and v1v2 � � � vn 2 L(�)g. The result follows easily from this.2A further common property of transition systems is that of determinacy.De�nition 8 T is deterministic i� for every reachable state � and every labela there is at most one state � such that � a�!�.For example, the two �nite state automata presented in Example 0 are bothnormed transition systems, while only the �rst is deterministic. All other ex-amples which we have presented have been both normed and deterministic.In the realm of concurrency theory, language equivalence is generally takento be too coarse an equivalence. For example, it equates the two transitionsystems of Example 0 which generate the same language fab; ac g yet demon-strate di�erent deadlocking capabilities due to the nondeterministic behaviourexhibited by the second transition system. Many �ner equivalences have beenproposed, with bisimulation equivalence being perhaps the �nest behaviouralequivalence studied. (Note that we do not consider here any so-called `trueconcurrency' equivalences such as those based on partial orders.) Bisimula-tion equivalence was de�ned by Park [125] and used to great e�ect by Mil-ner [113, 115]. Its de�nition, in the presence of �nal states, is as follows.De�nition 9 A binary relation R on states of a transition system is a bisim-ulation i� whenever (�;�) 2 R we have that� if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with (� 0; � 0) 2 R;� if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with (� 0; � 0) 2 R;� � 2 F i� � 2 F.� and � are bisimulation equivalent or bisimilar, written � � �, i� (�;�) 2 Rfor some bisimulation R. That is, � = S
R : R is a bisimulation relation�.15



Lemma 10 � is the largest bisimulation relation.Proof An arbitrary union of bisimulations is itself a bisimulation. 2Lemma 11 � is an equivalence relation.Proof Reexivity holds since the identity relation is a bisimulation; symmetryholds since the inverse of a bisimulation is a bisimulation; and transitivity holdssince the composition of two bisimulations is a bisimulation. 2Bisimulation equivalence has an elegant characterisation in terms of certaintwo-player games [136, 91]. Starting with a pair of states h�;�i, the two playersalternate moves according to the following rules.1. If exactly one of the pair of states is a �nal state, then player I is deemedto be the winner. Otherwise, player I chooses one of the states and makessome transition from that state (either � a�!� 0 or � a�!� 0). If this provesimpossible, due to both states being terminal, then player II is deemed tobe the winner.2. Player II must respond to the move made by player I by making anidentically-labelled transition from the other state (either � a�!� 0 or� a�!� 0). If this proves impossible, then player I is deemed to be thewinner.3. The play then repeats itself from the new pair h� 0; � 0i. If the gamecontinues forever, then player II is deemed to be the winner.The following result is then immediately evident.Fact 12 � � � i� Player II has a winning strategy in the bisimulation gamestarting with the pair h�;�i.Conversely, � 6� � i� Player I has a winning strategy in the bisimulationgame starting with the pair h�;�i.Proof Any bisimulation relation de�nes a winning strategy for player II forthe bisimulation game starting from a pair in the relation: the second playermerely has to respond to moves by the �rst in such a way that the resultingpair is contained in the bisimulation.Conversely, a winning strategy for player II for the bisimulation game start-ing from a particular pair of states de�nes a bisimulation relation containingthat pair, namely the collection of all pairs which appear after every exchangeof moves during any and all games in which player II uses this strategy. 2
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Example 6 The states X and A from Example 0 are language equivalent,as they de�ne the same language fab; ac g. However, they are not bisimu-lation equivalent: there is no bisimulation relation which relates them. Tosee this, we can demonstrate an obvious winning strategy for player I inthe bisimulation game starting with the pair of states hX;Ai. After the �rstexchange of moves, the new pair of states must be either hY;Bi or hY;Ci; inthe former case, player I may make the transition Y c�!" to which playerI cannot respond from B, and in the latter case player I may make thetransition Y b�!" to which player I cannot respond from C.A transition system is �nite-branching if there are only a �nite number oftransitions from any given reachable state; and it is image-�nite if there areonly a �nite number of transitions with a given label from any given reach-able state. For image-�nite transition systems, we have the following strati�edcharacterisation of bisimulation equivalence [115].De�nition 13 The strati�ed bisimulation relations �n are de�ned as follows.� � �0 � for all states.� � �k+1 � i�{ if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with � 0 �k � 0;{ if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with � 0 �k � 0;{ � 2 F i� � 2 F.In terms of the game characterisation of bisimilarity, � �n � i� Player I cannotforce a win within the �rst n exchanges of moves.Lemma 14 If � and � are image-�nite, then � � � i� � �n � for all n � 0.Proof If � � � then an induction proof gives that � �n � for each n � 0.Conversely, f (�;�) : � and � are image-�nite and � �n � for all n � 0 gis a bisimulation. 2It is clear that rewrite transition systems are image-�nite, and that this lemmaapplies. It is equally clear that each of the relations �n is decidable, andthat therefore non-bisimilarity is semi-decidable over rewrite transition sys-tems. Hence the decidability results would follow from demonstrating the semi-decidability of bisimilarity.
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Example 7 Consider the following in�nite-branching transition system.
A0 A1 A2 A3

X
YZ

� � � �?6�
	 RI ��Y -

a a a aaaa
a
a

a
a

a
aa � � �� � �

� � �The states X and Y are clearly not bisimilar, as the state Z cannot be bisim-ilar to An for any n � 0. However, X �n Y for every n � 0 as Z �n An foreach n � 0.An immediately evident yet important property is the following lemma withits accompanying corollary relating bisimulation equivalence to language equiv-alence.Lemma 15 If � � � and � w�!� 0 with w 2 ��, then � w�!� 0 for some � 0 suchthat � 0 � � 0.Proof Given a bisimulation R containing (�;�), an induction on the lengthof w 2 �� demonstrates that if � w�!� 0 then � w�!� 0 with (� 0; � 0) 2 R. 2Corollary 16 If � � � then � �L �.Proof If � � � then w 2 L(�) i� � w�!� 0 where � 0 is a �nal state, which|bythe previous lemma|holds i� � w�!� 0 where � 0 is a �nal state, which in turnholds i� w 2 L(�). 2Apart from being the fundamental notion of equivalence for several processalgebraic formalisms, bisimilarity has several pleasing mathematical propertiesnot shared by other equivalences such as language equivalence. Furthermore asgiven by the following lemma, language equivalence and bisimilarity coincideover the class of normed deterministic processes.Lemma 17 For states � and � of a normed deterministic transition system,if � �L � then � � �. Thus, taken along with Corollary 16, �L and � coincide.Proof It su�ces to demonstrate that the relation f(�;�) : � �L � and �;� arestates of a normed deterministic transition systemg is a bisimulation relation.218



Hence it is sensible to concentrate on the more mathematically tractable bisim-ulation equivalence when investigating decidability results for language equiv-alence for deterministic language generators. We shall see examples of this inSection 2.1.3 Expressivity ResultsThe hierarchy from above gives us the following classi�cation of processes.

FSA
BPA PDA

BPP MSA PN
(a) (b) (c) (d)(e) (f) (g)(h) (i)(?) (?) (j)

In this section we demonstrate the strictness of this hierarchy by providing ex-ample transition systems which lie precisely in the gaps (a)-(j) indicated in theclassi�cation. (We leave open the question regarding the �nal two gaps.) Wein fact do more than this by giving examples of normed deterministic transi-tion systems which separate all of these classes up to bisimulation (and hencealso language) equivalence. These results complement those presented for thetaxonomy described by Burkart, Caucal and Ste�en [24].(a) The �rst automaton in example 0 provides a normed deterministic FSA.(b) The type 2 rewrite system with the two rules A a�!AA and A b�!" givesrise to the same transition system regardless of whether the system issequential or parallel; this is an immediate consequence of the fact thatit involves only a single variable A. This transition system is depicted asfollows. R" A AA AAA- - -� � � �b a a ab b b � � �This is an example of a normed deterministic transition system which isboth a BPA and a BPP but not an FSA.(c) Examples 2 and 3 provide a transition system which can be described byboth a BPP (Example 2) and a PDA (Example 3). However, it cannotbe described up to bisimilarity by any BPA. To see this, suppose that19



we have a BPA which represents this transition system up to bisimilarity,and letm be at least as large as the norm of any of its variables. Then theBPA state corresponding to XBm in Example 2 must be of the form A�where A 2 V and � 2 V+. But then any sequence of n(A) norm-reducingtransitions must lead to the BPA state �, while the transition system inExample 2 has two such non-bisimilar derived states, namely XBk-1 andBk where k = n(�).(d) The following BPP with initial state XX a�!XB X c�!XD X e�!" B b�!" D d�!"is not language equivalent to any PDA, as its language is easily con�rmednot to be context free. (The words in this language of the form a�c�b�d�eare exactly those of the form akcnbkdne, which is clearly not a context-free language.)(e) Examples 1 and 4 provide a transition system which can be described byboth a BPA (Example 1) and a MSA (Example 4). However, the context-free language which it generates, fancbn : n � 0g, cannot be generatedby any BPP, so this transition system is not even language equivalent toany BPP. To see this, suppose that L(X) = fancbn : n � 0g for someBPP state X. (As the process has norm 1, the state must consist of asingle variable X.) Let k be at least as large as the norm of any of the�nite-normed variables of this BPP, and consider a transition sequenceaccepting the word akcbk:X ak�! Y� c�!�� bk�! "where the c-transition is generated by the transition rule Y c�!�. We musthave n(Y�) = k+1 > n(Y), so � 6= "; hence � bi�!" and �bk-i�!" for somei > 0. Thus we have X ak�! Y� bi�! Y c�!� bk-i�! "from which we get the desired contradiction: akbicbk-i 2 L(X) for somei > 0.(f) The following PDA with initial state pXpX a�!pXX pX b�!q pX b�!r qX c�!q rX d�!rcoincides with the MSA which it de�nes, since there is only one stacksymbol. This transition system is depicted as follows.
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However, this transition system cannot be bisimilar to any BPA, due toa similar argument as for (c), nor language equivalent to any BPP, dueto a similar argument as for (e).(g) The following MSA with initial state pXpX a�!pA pA a�!pAA qA b�!qB rA c�!rpA b�!qB qB c�!r rB c�!rgenerates the language fanbkcn : 0 < k � n g, and hence cannot belanguage equivalent to any PDA, as it is not a context-free language, norto any BPP, due to a similar argument as for (e).(h) The following BPA with initial state XX a�!XA X b�!XB X c�!" A a�!" B b�!"generates the language fwcwR : w 2 fa; bg� g and hence is not languageequivalent to any PN [126].(i) The following PDA with initial state pXpX a�!pAX pA a�!pAA pB a�!pAB qA a�!q rA a�!rpX b�!pBX pA b�!pBA pB b�!pBB qB b�!q rB b�!rpX c�!qX pA c�!qA pB c�!qB qX a�!q rX b�!rpX d�!rX pA d�!rA pB d�!rBis constructed by combining the ideas from (f) and (h). It can be schemat-ically pictured as follows.
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In this picture, e; f; g; : : : 2 fa; bg and E;F;G; : : : 2 fA;Bg correspond inthe obvious way. The language this PDA generates is fwcwRa; wcwRb :w 2 fa; bg� g and hence as in (h) above it is not language equivalent toany PN; and as in (c) above it is not bisimilar to any BPA.(j) The Petri net from Example 5 cannot be language equivalent to any PDA,as its language is easily con�rmed not to be context-free. (The words inthis language of the form a�b�c�d are exactly those of the form anbncnd,which is clearly not a context-free language.)More importantly, this Petri net cannot be bisimilar to any MSA [119].To see this, suppose that the net is bisimilar to some MSA state pA. (Asthe process has norm 1, the stack must consist of a single symbol A.)Consider performing an inde�nite sequence of a-transitions from pA. ByDickson's Lemma (Lemma 3), we must eventually pass through two statesq� and q�� in which the control states are equal and the stack of the�rst is contained in the stack of the second. This implies is that we canperform the following execution sequence.pA ak�! q� ak�! q�� ak�! q��2 ak�! � � �(We can assume that the period of the cycle is of the same length as theinitial segment. If this isn't already given by the Lemma, then we canmerely extend the initial segment to the next multiple of the length ofthe cycle given by the Lemma, and use this multiple as the cycle length.)Considering now an inde�nite sequence of b-transitions from q�, a secondapplication of Dickson's Lemma gives us the following execution sequence.q� bk�! r bk�! r� bk�! r�2 bk�! � � �(We can assume again by the same reasoning as above that the periodof the cycle is of the same length as the initial sequence. Furthermore,we can assume that this is the same as the cycle length of the earlier a-sequence, by rede�ning the cycle lengths to be a common multiple of thetwo cycle lengths provided by the Lemma.) Now there must be a states� such that 22



pA ak�! q� bk�! r ck�! s� 6 c�!.Consider then the following sequence of transitions.pA a2k�! q�� b2k�! r�� ck�! s��� c�!There must be a rule for sX c�! for some X which appears in either � or�. But considering the following sequence of transitionspA ak�! q� b2k�! r� ck�! s�� 6 c�!we must deduce that this X cannot appear in �. Equally, considering thefollowing sequence of transitionspA a2k�! q�� bk�! r� ck�! s�� 6 c�!we must deduce that this X cannot appear in �. We thus have the desiredcontradiction.We here summarize again these separation results in the following theorem.Theorem 18 There exist (normed and deterministic) labelled transition sys-tems lying precisely in the gaps (a){(j) in the �gure above.1.4 Further Classes of ProcessesFor concreteness, in this chapter we concentrate mainly on the classes of pro-cesses which fall within the described hierarchy. However, we shall also sum-marise various decidability and algorithmic results pertaining to other classesof processes which have been intensively studied. These are either extensionsor restrictions of classes within our hierarchy, and are summarised below.PA Historically, the class BPA was �rst de�ned as a process algebra [9] withpre�xing, nondeterministic choice, sequential composition, and recursion. Simi-larly, the class BPP was introduced by Christensen [35] as the parallel analogueto BPA, where sequential composition is replaced by parallel composition with-out communication. A natural extension of both classes then is their leastcommon generalization, obtained by allowing both kinds of composition simul-taneously. This class of processes is known simply as Process Algebra (PA).One-counter automata If we restrict the stack alphabet of a PDA so that itcontains only one symbol (apart from a special bottom-of-stack marker), thenwe arrive at the class of one-counter automata. This is the class de�ned by�nite-state automata augmented with a single counter variable; transitions mayincrement, decrement, or leave unchanged the value of the counter, and such atransition may be determined by a test-for-zero of the counter value. Note thatwith two counters we describe the full power of Turing machines, and hence wecannot hope for decidability for any semantic notions. Restricting to a singlecounter aims to delimit the decidability boundary.23



One-counter nets The class of Petri nets with (at most) one unboundedplace gives rise to the class of one-counter nets. These di�er from one-counterautomata in that they cannot test-for-zero, but rather only test-for-nonzero.That is, if a transition may occur if the counter is zero, then it can equallyoccur if the counter is non-zero. As we shall see, various problems will beundecidable for Petri nets with only two unbounded places; this being the case,considering Petri nets with only a single unbounded place makes for a naturalrestriction.
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2 The Equivalence Checking Problem2.1 Decidability Results for BPA and BPPIn this section we describe several positive results which have been establishedregarding the decidability of bisimilarity between type 2 rewrite transition sys-tems. In particular, we shall briey describe the techniques behind the followingresults:1. Bisimilarity is decidable for BPA [38] and BPP [37, 36].2. Bisimilarity is decidable in polynomial time for normed BPA [69, 70] andnormed BPP [71].These results contrast with those regarding the undecidability of languageequivalence for both BPA and BPP. The negative result for BPA [6] followsfrom the fact that BPA e�ectively de�nes the class of context-free languages;and that for BPP [66] follows from a modi�cation by Hirshfeld of a techniqueof Jan�car which is described in Section 2.4. Both arguments can be shown tohold for the class of normed systems. Also, for both BPA and BPP, this un-decidability extends to all equivalences which lie in Glabbeek's spectrum [59]between bisimilarity and language equivalence [82, 61, 79].Baeten, Bergstra and Klop [4, 5] presented the �rst such decidability re-sult, that bisimilarity between normed BPA is decidable. Their lengthy proofexploits the periodicity which exists in normed BPA transition systems, andseveral simpler proofs exploiting structural properties were soon recorded, no-tably by Caucal [31], H�uttel and Stirling [80], and Groote [60]. Huynh andTian [81] demonstrated that this problem has a complexity of �P2 by providinga nondeterministic algorithm which relies on an NP oracle; Hirshfeld, Jerrumand Moller [69, 70] re�ned this result by providing a polynomial algorithm,thus showing the problem to be in P. A generally more e�cient, though worst-case exponential, algorithm is presented by Hirshfeld and Moller [72]. Finally,Christensen, H�uttel and Stirling [38, 39] demonstrated that bisimilarity be-tween arbitrary BPA systems is decidable, whilst Burkart, Caucal and Stef-fen [23] demonstrated an elementary decision procedure. For the parallel case,Christensen, Hirshfeld and Moller [37, 36] demonstrated the general decidabilityresult for BPP, whilst Hirshfeld, Jerrum and Moller [71] presented a polynomialalgorithm for the normed case.As we noted in Section 1.2, one direction for the decidability results, deter-mining non-bisimilarity, is automatic using the strati�ed bisimulation relationsof De�nition 13. It therefore behoves us merely to prove that bisimilarity issemi-decidable.2.1.1 Composition and DecompositionAn important property of bisimulation equivalence which we shall exploit is thefollowing congruence result, which is valid for both BPA and BPP.Lemma 19 � is a congruence (with respect to concatenation) over both BPAand BPP; that is, if � � � and � 0 � � 0 then �� 0 � �� 0.25



Proof 
 (�� 0; �� 0) : � � � and � 0 � � 0 � is a bisimulation. 2Given this congruence property, we have an obvious potential technique forthe analysis of (a state of) a type 2 rewrite transition system: decompose thestate into simpler components. In general, this idea is not suitably provided forby this congruence property; states may indeed decompose, but not necessarilyinto simpler components, nor necessarily in any unique fashion. However, forthe class of normed transition systems we have a unique factorisation resultfor both BPA and BPP, of the form �rst explored by Milner and Moller [116].Given a type 2 rewrite transition system, we say that a variable X 2 V is prime(with respect to bisimilarity �) i� � = " whenever X � Y�; and both normedBPA states and normed BPP states can be decomposed in a unique fashion intosuch prime components. We shall demonstrate these two results here separately.For the BPA case, we start with the following cancellation lemma.Lemma 20 (Cancellation Lemma for normed BPA) If �, � and  arestates of a BPA and if n() <1, then � � � implies � � �.Proof 
 (�;�) : � � � for some  with n() <1� is a bisimulation. 2The assumption in this lemma that  is normed cannot be dropped, as canbe readily seen by considering the following counterexample. Given the tworewrite rules X a�!" and Y a�!Y, we can immediately deduce that XY � Y, butthat X 6� ".Theorem 21 (Unique Factorization Theorem for normed BPA)Every normed state � of a BPA decomposes uniquely (up to bisimilarity) intoprime components.Proof The existence of a prime decomposition may be established by inductionon the norm.For uniqueness, suppose that � = X1 : : : Xp � Y1 : : : Yq are prime decomposi-tions, and that we have established the uniqueness of prime decompositions forall states � with n(�) < n(�). If p = 1 or q = 1 then uniqueness is immediate.Otherwise suppose that X1 a�! is a norm-reducing transition that is matchedby Y1 a�!�, so that X2 : : : Xp � �Y2 : : : Yq. By the inductive hypothesis, theprime decompositions of these two states are equal (up to �), entailing Xp � Yq.Hence, by Lemmas 19 and 20, X1 : : : Xp-1 � Y1 : : : Yq-1, and uniqueness thenfollows from a second application of the inductive hypothesis. 2Notice that this theorem fails for unnormed BPA states, a fact which isimmediately apparent from the observation that � � �� whenever n(�) =1.Theorem 22 (Unique Factorization Theorem for normed BPP)Every normed state of a BPP decomposes uniquely (up to bisimilarity) intoprime components. 26



Proof Again, the existence of a prime decomposition may be established byinduction on the norm.For uniqueness, suppose that � = Pk11 Pk22 � � �Pkmm � Pl11 Pl22 � � �Plmm = � repre-sents a counterexample of smallest norm; that is, all states  with n() < n(�)have unique prime decompositions, the Pis are distinct (with respect to �)primes, but there is some i such that ki 6= li. We may assume that the Pisare ordered by nondecreasing norms, and then we may choose this i so thatkj = lj whenever j > i. We shall furthermore assume without loss of generalitythat ki > li. We distinguish three cases, and in each case show that the state� may perform a norm-reducing transition � a�!� 0 that cannot be matched byany transition � a�!� 0 with � 0 � � 0 (or vice versa with the roles of � and �reversed), which will supply the desired contradiction. Observe that by mini-mality of the counterexample, if � 0 and � 0 are to be bisimilar then their primedecompositions must be identical.Case I. If kj > 0 for some j < i, then we may let � perform some norm-reducing transition via the prime component Pj. � cannot match thistransition, as it cannot increase the exponent li without decreasing theexponent of some prime with norm greater than that of Pi.Case II. If kj > 0 for some j > i, then we may let � perform a norm-reducingtransition via the prime component Pj that maximises (after reductioninto primes) the increase in the exponent ki. Again � is unable to matchthis transition.Case III. If the state � = Pkii is a prime power, then note that lj = 0 forall j > i by choice of i, and that ki � 2 by the de�nition of \prime." Ifli > 0, then we may let � perform a norm-reducing transition via Pi; thistransition cannot be matched by �, since it would require the exponentki to decrease by at least two. If li = 0 on the other hand, then we maylet � perform a norm-reducing transition via Pi; this transition cannot bematched by �, since � is unable to increase the exponent li.These cases are inclusive, so the theorem is proved. 2The following then is an immediate corollary.Lemma 23 (Cancellation Lemma for normed BPP) If �, � and  arenormed states of a BPP, then � � � implies � � �.Notice that for unnormed BPP, unique decomposition and cancellationagain each fail, for similar reasons to the sequential case.Given a binary relationR on states of a type 2 rewrite transition system, letR� denote the least congruence containing R; that is, R� is the least equivalencerelation which contains R and the pair (�� 0; �� 0) whenever it contains each of(�;�) and (� 0; � 0).De�nition 24 A binary relation R on states of a type 2 rewrite transitionsystem is a bisimulation base i� whenever (�;�) 2 R we have that27



� if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with � 0 R� � 0;� if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with � 0 R� � 0.Hence the de�nition of a bisimulation base di�ers from that of a bisimulationonly in how the derivative states � 0 and � 0 are related; in de�ning R to be abisimulation, we would need these derivative states to be related by R itselfand not just by the (typically much larger) congruence R�. A bisimulation basethen is in some sense a basis for a bisimulation. The importance of this idea isencompassed in the following theorem due originally (in the normed BPA case)to Caucal.Lemma 25 If R is a bisimulation base for a BPA or BPP transition system,then R� is a bisimulation, and hence R� � �.Proof If � R� � then the two clauses given by the de�nition of R� being a bisim-ulation hold true. This can be demonstrated by a straightforward induction onthe depth of inference of � R� �. 2Corollary 26 � � � i� (�;�) 2 R for some bisimulation base R.Proof Immediate from Lemma 25. 2It now becomes apparent that in order to demonstrate bisimilarity betweenterms, we needn't produce a complete (in�nite) bisimulation relation whichcontains the pair; rather it su�ces simply to produce a bisimulation base whichcontains the pair. What we shall demonstrate is that this corollary can bestrengthened to a �nite characterisation of bisimulation, in that we shall provethe existence for both BPA and BPP of a �nite relation R satisfying R�= �.These relations R will clearly be bisimulation bases, and the semi-decidabilityresults (and hence the decidability results) will be established, taking into ac-count the following.Lemma 27 It is semi-decidable whether a given �nite binary relation R overV� is a bisimulation base.Proof We need simply check that each pair (�;�) of the �nite relationR satis-�es the two clauses of the de�nition of a bisimulation base, which requires test-ing (in parallel) if each transition for one of � and � has a matching transitionfrom the other. This matching test|that is, checking if the derivative statesare related by R�|is itself semi-decidable, as the relation R� is semi-decidable.2The semi-decision procedure for checking � � � would then consists of enu-merating all �nite binary relations over V� containing the pair (�;�) and check-ing (in parallel) if any one of them is a bisimulation base. We thus concentrateon de�ning the �nite relation R satisfying R�= �.28



2.1.2 A Finite Bisimulation Base for BPAThe �nite bisimulation base for BPA which we present here is taken from Chris-tensen, H�uttel and Stirling [38, 39]. We �rst present some technical results,starting with the following unique solutions lemma.Lemma 28 (Unique Solutions Lemma) If � � � and � � � for some 6= " then � � �.Proof Let R = 
 (��; ��) : � � � and � � � for some  6= "�. We maydemonstrate straightforwardly that �R� is a bisimulation, from which we maydeduce the desired result. 2An important �niteness result on which the construction of the �nite bisim-ulation base hangs is given by the following.Lemma 29 If � � � for in�nitely many non-bisimilar , then � � �.Proof We can show that R = 
 (�;�) : � � � for in�nitely many non-bisimilar � is a bisimulation, from which the result follows. 2We may split the set of variables into two disjoint sets V = VN [ VU withthe variables in VN having �nite norm and those in VU having in�nite norm.The motive in this is based on the following lemma.Lemma 30 If X has in�nite norm then X� � X for all �.Proof We can immediately verify that 
 (X; X�) : X has in�nite norm� is abisimulation. 2Hence we need only ever consider states � 2 V�N[V�NVU, the others being imme-diately transformed into such a bisimilar state by erasing all symbols followingthe �rst in�nite-norm variable.The construction relies on recognising when a term may be broken downinto a composition of somehow simpler terms. To formalise this concept westart with the following de�nition.De�nition 31 A pair (X�; Y�) satisfying X� � Y� is decomposable if X andY have �nite norm, and for some ,� X � Y and � � �; or� Y � X and � � �.The situation would be clear if all bisimilar pairs were decomposable; indeedwe shall exploit this very property of normed transition systems|which followsthere from the unique decomposability result|in Section 2.2.1. However wecan demonstrate that there is in some sense only a �nite number of ways thatdecomposability can fail. This crucial point in the argument is formalised in thefollowing lemma. We consider two pairs (X�; Y�) and (X� 0; Y� 0) to be distinctif � 6� � 0 or � 6� � 0. 29



Lemma 32 For any X; Y 2 V, any set R of the form
 (X�; Y�) : X�; Y� 2 V�N[V�NVU, X� � Y�, and (X�; Y�) not decomposable�which contains only distinct pairs must be �nite.Proof If X; Y 2 VU then clearly R can contain at most the single pair (X; Y).If X 2 VU and Y w�!" and R = 
 (X; Y�i) : i 2 I� then for each i 2 I wemust have that X w�!�i such that �i � �i. But then by image-�niteness therecan be only a �nite number of non-bisimilar such �i.Suppose then that X; Y 2 VN and that R = 
 (X�i; Y�i) : i 2 I� isin�nite. Without loss of generality, assume that n(Y) � n(X), and that Y w�!"with length(w) = n(Y). Then for each i 2 I we must have that X w�!i suchthat i�i � �i. By image-�niteness, we can have only �nitely many such i,so we must have that X w�! for some  such that �i � �i holds for in�nitelymany i 2 I; by distinctness these �is must all be non-bisimilar. For these i 2 Iwe must then have that X�i � Y�i, But then by Lemma 29 we must have thatX � Y, contradicting non-decomposability. 2We are now ready to demonstrate the main result, that there is a �niterelation R satisfying R� = �. This will be done by induction using the followingwell-founded ordering �.De�nition 33 De�ne the �nite pre�x norm nf(�) of � 2 V� as follows:nf(�) = max
 n(�) : n(�) <1 and � = � for some �.We then de�ne the following preorder on pairs: (�1; �2) � (�1; �2) i�max� nf(�1);nf(�2)� � max�nf(�1);nf(�2)�.Lemma 34 Let R0 = 
 (X;�) : X 2 VN and X � ��, and let R1 be the largestset of the form
 (X�; Y�) : X�; Y� 2 V�NVU [ V�N; X� � Y�;and (X�; Y�) is not decomposable �which contains only distinct pairs, and containing minimal elements with respectto �. Then R = R0 [R1 is a �nite relation satisfying R� = �.Proof Firstly, R0 and R1 must both be �nite. Also we must have R�� �. Wewill demonstrate by induction on � that X� � Y� implies X� R� Y�If (X�; Y�) is decomposable, then X; Y 2 VN and (without loss of generality)assume that X � Y and � � �. Then nf(�) < nf(Y�) = nf(X�) andnf(�) < nf(Y�), so (�;�) � (X�; Y�). Hence by induction � R� �. Thenfrom (X; Y) 2 R0 we get X� R� Y� R� Y�.Suppose then that (X�; Y�) is not decomposable. Then (X� 0; Y� 0) 2 R1 forsome � 0 � � and � 0 � � with (� 0; � 0) � (�;�).30



� If X; Y 2 VN, then (�;�); (� 0; � 0) � (X�; Y�), so (�;� 0); (�;� 0) �(X�; Y�). Thus by induction � R� � 0 and � R� � 0, so X� R� X� 0RY� 0 R� Y�.� If X 2 VN and Y 2 VU, then � = � 0 = " and X� � Y. Also nf(� 0) �nf(�) < nf(X�), so (�;� 0) � (X�; Y). Thus by induction � R� � 0, soX� R� X� 0 R� Y. A symmetric argument applies for the case when X 2 VUand Y 2 VN.� If X; Y 2 VU, then � = � 0 = � = � 0 = " and (X; Y) 2 R1, so X� R� Y�. 2With this, we have demonstrated the desired result.Theorem 35 Bisimulation equivalence is decidable for BPA.2.1.3 A Finite Bisimulation Base for BPPThe �nite bisimulation base for BPP which we describe here is takenfrom Hirshfeld [67], which is itself a revised presentation using Dickson'sLemma (Lemma 3) of the result of Redie [129] that every congruence on a�nitely generated commutative semigroup (such as bisimilarity over BPP) is�nitely generated.Firstly, assuming that the set of variables is V = fX1; : : : ; Xng, we note thata state � is a monomial Xk11 � � �Xknn over V. We then de�ne the following twoorderings on states.De�nition 36� Xk11 � � �Xknn < Xl11 � � �Xlnn i� for some i: ki < li and kj = lj for all j < i.� Xk11 � � �Xknn < Xl11 � � �Xlnn i� for some i: ki < li and kj � lj for all j.Note that � < � implies that � < �, and that these orderings are both well-founded: we cannot have an in�nite decreasing sequence of states with respectto either ordering. Furthermore, < is a total ordering: for any � 6= �, either� < � or � < �. Finally, both orderings are precongruences: if � < � and� 0 < � 0 (� < � and � 0 < � 0) then �� 0 < �� 0 (�� 0 < �� 0).De�nition 37 A pair (�;�) of states is minimal i� � 6= �, and for any(� 0; � 0) < (�;�) with � 0 � � 0 we have � 0 = � 0. (By (� 0; � 0) < (�;�) wemean (� 0; � 0) 6= (�;�) but � 0 v � and � 0 v �; note that this implies that� 0� 0 < ��.)Let R be the collection of all minimal bisimilar pairs.Lemma 38 R is �nite.
31



Proof Suppose we have an in�nite sequence of distinct pairs (�i; �i) 2 R. Wecan take an in�nite subsequence in which the exponents of the variable X1 inthe states �i form a nondecreasing sequence, and then we can take a furtherin�nite subsequence in which the exponents of the variable X2 in the states �iform a nondecreasing sequence, and continue in this fashion so that we are leftwith an in�nite subsequence (�i; �i) 2 R with (�1; �1) < (�2; �2) < � � �. Butthen (�i; �i) (for i > 1) cannot be minimal, contradicting its inclusion in R.2Lemma 39 R� = �.Proof If � R� � then clearly � � � since � is a congruence and R by de�nitiononly contains bisimilar pairs.Suppose then that � � � but that � 6R� � (in particular, � 6= �), and thatthis is a minimal counterexample in that if � 0 � � 0 and � 0� 0 < �� then � 0 R� � 0.Since (�;�) 62 R there must be (� 0; � 0) < (�;�) with � 0 � � 0 and � 0 6= � 0.Then � 0� 0 < ��, so � 0� 0 < ��, and hence by the minimality assumption wehave that � 0 R� � 0.Without loss of generality, assume � 0 < � 0. Let � 00 be such that � = � 0� 00.Then � � � = � 0� 00 � � 0� 00. But �� 0� 00 < �� 0� 00 = ��, so � R� � 0� 00 R�� 0� 00 = �, contradicting the assumption that � 6R� �. 2Hence we have again demonstrated the desired result.Theorem 40 Bisimulation equivalence is decidable for BPP.2.2 Polynomial Time Algorithms for BPA and BPPIn Section 2.1 we demonstrated the decidability of bisimulation equivalenceover both BPA and BPP. However, the computational complexity of the al-gorithms which we presented shows them to be of little practical value. Toovercome this de�ciency we concentrate in this section on developing e�cientalgorithms for deciding bisimilarity within these classes of transition systems.What we demonstrate in fact are polynomial algorithms for the problem ofdeciding equivalences over the subclasses of normed transition systems. Thesealgorithms will both be based on an exploitation of the decomposition prop-erties enjoyed by normed transition systems; however, despite the apparentsimilarity of the two problems, di�erent methods appear to be required.For the algorithms, we �x a normed type 2 rewrite transition system withvariable set V. The problem then is to determine e�ciently|that is, in timewhich is polynomial in the the number n of symbols in the rewrite rules|whether or not � � � for �;� 2 V�, where we interpret the transition system�rst as a BPA and then as a BPP. The �rst algorithm we describe for BPA istaken from Hirshfeld, Jerrum and Moller [69, 70]. The second one for BPP istaken from Hirshfeld, Jerrum and Moller [71].32



2.2.1 A Polynomial Time Algorithm for Normed BPAThe basic idea behind the algorithm we present here for deciding bisimilaritybetween normed BPA states is to exploit the unique prime decomposition the-orem by decomposing states su�ciently far to be able to establish or refute theequivalence we are considering. Further, we try to construct these decomposi-tions by a re�nement process which starts with an overly generous collection ofcandidate decompositions. As the algorithm progresses, invalid decompositionswill gradually be weeded out.Assume that the variables V are ordered by non-decreasing norm, so thatX < Y implies n(X) � n(Y). A base is a set B of pairs (Y;X�), where X; Y 2 V,� 2 V�, X � Y and n(Y) = n(X�). We insist that B contains at most one pairof the form (Y;X�) for each choice of variables X and Y, so that the cardinalityof B is at most O(n2). A base B is full i� whenever Y � X� with Y � X thereexists a pair (Y;X�) 2 B such that � � �. In particular, (X;X) 2 B for allX 2 V. The key observation is that bisimilarity is the congruence closure of a�nite base.At the heart of the algorithm is the de�nition of a polynomial-time (inthe size of B) relation �B � B� which satis�es � � �B whenever B is full.Central to the de�nition of the relation �B is the idea of a decomposingfunction. A function g : V ! V� is a decomposing function if either g(X) = Xor g(X) = X1X2 � � �Xp with Xi < X for each 1 � i � p. Such a function g canbe extended to the domain V� in the obvious fashion by de�ning g(") = " andg(X�) = g(X)g(�). We then de�ne g�(�) for � 2 V� to be the limit of gt(�) ast ! 1; owing to the restricted form of g we know that it must be eventuallyidempotent, that is, that this limit must exist. The notation g[X 7! �] willbe used to denote the function that agrees with g at all points in V except X,where its value is �.The de�nition of the relation �B may now be given. For base B anddecomposing function g, the relation � �gB � is de�ned by the following decisionprocedure:� if g�(�) = g�(�) then return true;� otherwise let X and Y (with X < Y) be the leftmost mismatching pair ofsymbols in the words g�(�) and g�(�);{ if (Y;X) 2 B then return � �g 0B �, where g 0 = g[Y 7! X];{ otherwise return false.Finally, �B is de�ned to be �IdB where Id is the identity function. (Note thatthis procedure terminates, as it calls itself at most jV j times, each time updatingthe value of the parameter function g to decompose another variable.)Lemma 41 �B � B� and � � �B whenever B is full.Proof The �rst inclusion is easily con�rmed, since for any g constructed bythe algorithm for computing �B , it is the case that X B� g(X) for each X 2 V.33



For the second inclusion, suppose that � � � and at some point in theprocedure for deciding � �B � we have that g�(�) 6= g�(�), and that we haveonly ever updated g with mappings X 7!  satisfying X � . Let X and Y (withX < Y) be the leftmost mismatching pair. Then Y � X must hold for some, and so, by fullness, (Y;X) 2 B for some  with Y � X. So the proceduredoes not terminate with a false result, but instead updates g with this newsemantically sound mapping and continues. 2To demonstrate that �B can be decided e�ciently, we are left withthe problem of deciding g�(�) = g�(�) in time polynomial in the sizeof B (and �nding the leftmost mismatch in case of inequality); all otherelements in the de�nition of �B are algorithmically undemanding. Notethat the words g�(�) and g�(�) will in general be of exponential length,so we cannot a�ord to compute them explicitly. However, the relationcan indeed be computed in polynomial time with a dynamic programmingalgorithm which exploits standard string alignments tricks based on ideas fromKnuth, Morris and Pratt [94]. The details of this algorithm can be found in [70].The main task now is to discover a small full base that contains only se-mantically sound decomposition pairs. To do this, we start with a small fullbase, and then proceed to re�ne the base iteratively whilst maintaining fullness.Informally, we are proposing that at any instant the current base should con-sist of pairs (X;�) representing candidate decompositions, that is, pairs suchthat the relationship X � � is consistent with information gained so far. There�nement step is as follows.Given a base B, de�ne the sub-base bB � B to be the set of pairs (X;�) 2 Bsuch that� if X a�!� then � a�! with � �B , and� if � a�! then X a�!� with � �B .Lemma 42 If B is full then bB is full.Proof Suppose Y � X� with Y � X. By fullness of B, there exists a pair(Y;X�) 2 B such that � � �. We show that the pair (Y;X�) survives there�nement step, to be included in bB. Note that, since � is a congruence, Y � X�.Thus, if Y a�! then X� a�!� for some � satisfying � � . By fullness of B andLemma 41, � �B . Similarly, if X� a�!� then Y a�! with  � �, and hence �B �. The pair (Y;X�) therefore satis�es the conditions for inclusion in bB.2In general, the re�nement step makes progress, i.e., the new base bB is strictlycontained in the base B from which it was derived. If, however, no progressoccurs, an important deduction may be made.Lemma 43 If bB = B then �B � �.34



Proof The relation �B is contained in B�, the congruence closure of B; andif bB = B then B must be a bisimulation base, in which case by Theorem 25,�B � B� � �. 2Note that by iteratively applying the re�nement step B := bB to a full initialbase, we are guaranteed by the preceding three lemmas to stabilise at some fullbase B for which �B = �.Finally, we are left with the task of constructing the initial base B0. This isachieved as follows. For each X 2 V and each 0 � � � n(X), let [X]� be somestate that can be reached from X via a sequence of � norm-reducing transitions.(Note that some norm-reducing transition is available to every state.)Lemma 44 The base B0 = 
�Y;X[Y]n(X)� : X; Y 2 V and X � Y� is full.Proof Suppose Y � X� with X � Y, and let � = n(X); then (Y;X[Y]�) 2 B0for some [Y]� such that Y s�![Y]� in � norm-reducing steps, where s 2 A�. Butthe norm-reducing sequence Y s�![Y]� can only be matched by X� s�!�. Hence[Y]� � �, and B0 must be full. 2The basic structure of the procedure for deciding bisimilarity betweennormed states � and � is now clear: simply iterate the re�nement procedureB := bB from the initial base B = B0 until it stabilises at the desired base B,and then test � �B �. By the preceding four lemmas, this test is equivalentto � � �.We have not been speci�c about which state [X]� is to be selected amongthose reachable from X via a sequence of � norm-reducing transitions. A suit-able choice is provided by the following recursive de�nition. For each vari-able X 2 V, let �X 2 V� be some state reachable from X by a single norm-reducing transition X a�!�X. Then,[�]0 = �;[X�]p = � [�]p-n(X); if p � n(X);[�X]p-1�; if p < n(X).Lemma 45 With this de�nition for [ � ]�, the base B0 introduced in Lemma 44may be explicitly constructed in polynomial time; in particular, every pair in B0has a compact representation as an element of V� V�.Proof It is easily checked that the natural recursive algorithm based on thede�nition is polynomial-time bounded. 2We have already observed that B0 contains O(n2) pairs, so the re�nementprocedure is iterated at most O(n2) times. Hence we have succeeded in demon-strating our result.Theorem 46 There is a polynomial-time (in the lengths of the states � and�, and the size of the rewrite rules) procedure for deciding bisimilarity betweentwo states � and � of a normed type 2 sequential rewrite transition system.35



Simple context-free grammarsRecall that a simple grammar is a context-free grammar in Greibach normalform such that for every variable X and terminal symbol a there is at mostone production of the form X ! a�; these correspond to deterministic type 2sequential rewrite transition systems. The decision procedure given by Korenjakand Hopcroft [95] for deciding language equivalence between simple grammarsis doubly exponential; this time complexity was improved by Caucal [30] to besingly exponential. The following result demonstrates that this problem has apolynomial-time solution.Theorem 47 There is a polynomial-time algorithm for deciding equivalence ofsimple grammars.Proof To obtain a polynomial-time decision procedure for deciding languageequivalence of simple context-free grammars (deterministic type 2 sequentialrewrite transition systems), we merely recall from Lemma 17 that in the case ofnormed deterministic transition systems, language equivalence and bisimulationequivalence coincide. We can restrict attention to normed grammars, as any un-normed grammar can be transformed into a language-equivalent normed gram-mar by removing productions containing unnormed nonterminals. (Note thatthis transformation does not preserve bisimulation equivalence, which makesit inapplicable for reducing the unnormed case to the normed case in checkingbisimilarity.) Thus language equivalence of simple grammars may be checked inpolynomial time by the procedure presented in the previous two sections. 22.2.2 A Polynomial Time Algorithm for Normed BPPTo demonstrate that we can decide bisimilarity between normed BPP in poly-nomial time, we require a vastly di�erent technique than that used for the BPAcase; nonetheless the technique still relies completely on the unique factorisationproperty.To start o�, we assume without loss of generality that the variables aregiven in order of non-decreasing norm, so that n(X1) � n(X2) � � � � � n(Xn).De�ne the size of a monomial � 2 V� to be the sum of the lengths of the binaryencodings of the various exponents appearing in the monomial; the size of aproduction X a�!� to be the length of the triple (X; a; �), encoded in binary;and the size of a rewrite transition system to be the sum of the sizes of all therewrite rules contained within it.To prepare for the description of the algorithm, and the proof that it runsin polynomial time, we require some de�nitions and a few preparatory lemmas.We omit the (generally straightforward) proofs of these lemmas; they can befound in [71].Suppose R is any relation on V�. We say that a pair (�;�) 2 V� � V�satis�es (norm-reducing) expansion in R if� if � a�!� 0 is a (norm-reducing) transition then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with� 0 R � 0; 36



and� if � a�!� 0 is a (norm-reducing) transition then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with� 0 R � 0.Observe that a relation R is a bisimulation if every pair (�;�) 2 R satis�esexpansion in �. Observe also that if R is an equivalence relation (respectively,congruence) then the relations \satis�es expansion in R" and \satis�es norm-reducing expansion in R" are both equivalence relations (respectively, congru-ences).De�ne a unique decomposition base, D, to be a pair (�; �), where � =�(D) = fP1; : : : ; Prg � V is a set of primes, and � = �(D) is a set of pairs(X; Px11 : : : Pxrr ), one for each non-prime variable X 2 V - �. The set � may beviewed as specifying, for each non-prime variable X, a decomposition of X intoprimes. (Note that these \primes" are not in general the primes with respectto the maximal bisimulation, which were the subject of Theorem 22.) A uniquedecomposition base de�nes an equivalence relation �D on V�: the relation� �D � holds between �;� 2 V� if the prime decompositions of � and � areequal (as monomials).Lemma 48 Let D be a unique decomposition base. Then:(i) the equivalence relation �D is a congruence with cancellation (that is,� �D � whenever � �D �) which coincides with D�, the smallestcongruence containing �(D);(ii) there is a polynomial-time (in the size of � and �) algorithm to decide� �D � for arbitrary �;� 2 V�;(iii) the relation �D is a bisimulation provided every pair in �(D) satis�esexpansion within �D ; this condition may be checked by a polynomial-timealgorithm;(iv) the maximal bisimulation � coincides with the congruence �D , where Drepresents the unique decomposition in �.The next lemma allows us to shrink a congruence, de�ned by a unique de-composition base, whenever it is strictly larger than the maximal bisimulation.Lemma 49 Let D be a unique decomposition base such that the congruence �Dis norm-preserving and strictly contains the maximal bisimulation �. De�nethe relation � as follows: for all �;� 2 V�, the relationship � � � holds i�� �D � and the pair (�;�) satis�es expansion in �D . Then it is possible,in polynomial time, to �nd (a representation of) a relation � on V� such that:(i) the relation � � � is decidable in polynomial time (in the sum of the sizesof � and �);(ii) the relation � is a congruence; 37



(iii) there is a variable X 2 V that is decomposable in �D but not in �;(iv) the inclusions � � � � �D hold.The �nal lemma allows us to \smooth out" an unmanageable congruenceinto a congruence de�ned by a unique decomposition base.Lemma 50 Let � be a norm-preserving, polynomial-time computable congru-ence satisfying � � �, where � denotes maximal bisimulation. Then there is adecomposition base D, computable in polynomial time, such that � � �D � �.With the three preceding lemmas in place, the procedure for deciding bisim-ulation equivalence is clear.(1) Let the congruence � be de�ned by � � � i� n(�) = n(�).(2) Compute a decomposition base D with � � �D � �, using Lemma 50.(3) If �D is a bisimulation|a condition that can be checked in polynomialtime using Lemma 48|then halt and return the relation �D .(4) Compute a congruence � satisfying � � � � �D , using Lemma 49. Goto step 2.The main result is then virtually immediate.Theorem 51 Given a normed BPP over variable set V, there is a polynomial-time (in the size of �, �, and the transition rules) algorithm to decide � � �for arbitrary �;� 2 V�.Proof On each iteration of the loop formed by lines (2){(4), the number ofprimes increases by at least one. Thus the number of iterations is boundedby n, and each iteration requires only polynomial time by the three precedinglemmas. 22.3 Computing a Finite Bisimulation Base for BPAIn Section 2.1.2, we demonstrated the existence of a �nite bisimulation basefor BPA; this permitted us to infer the decidability of bisimilarity betweenBPA states using two semi-decision procedures. In this section, we describe analgorithm for constructing a general bisimulation base, a �nite relation R inwhich the least congruence R� containing R is equal to �. From this we deducea stronger result than the decidability of bisimulation: the largest bisimulation� is an e�ective rational relation. Furthermore, the algorithm that we describewill demonstrate that the equivalence problem with respect to bisimilarity ofBPA states can be solved in double exponential time.Given any binary relation R on V�, we de�ne E(R) to be the set of pairs inR which satisfy expansion in R�; that is, (�;�) 2 E(R) i� (�;�) 2 R and38



� if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with � 0 R� � 0; and� if � a�!� 0 then � a�!� 0 for some � 0 with � 0 R� � 0.In particular, R is a bisimulation base (cf. De�nition 24) if R = E(R), in whichcase R� is a bisimulation (cf. Lemma 25). Our intention is to construct a �nitebase R generating the largest bisimulation: � = R�. To do this, we mimic theconstruction from Section 2.2.1:1. we �nd a �nite relation R0 which is complete, meaning that � =R0\�� (thisis a re�nement of the notion of fullness de�ned in Section 2.2.1);2. we then repeatedly apply E to compute R0 � E(R0) � E2(R0) � � � � untilwe �nd that En(R0) = En+1(R0); we then take R = En(R0). (Note thatn can be no greater than the size of R0.)That this procedure provides the desired �nite base R satisfying � = R� fol-lows from the fact that completeness is preserved by the application of E, asdemonstrated in the next result (cf. Lemma 42).Lemma 52 If B is complete, then B \ � = E(B) \ �, so E(B) is complete.Proof Assume that B is complete, so that � = B\�� � B�. Then since E ismonotonic, we get � = E(�) � E(B�), and henceB \ � = B \ E(B�) \ � �since � � E(B�)�= B \ E(B) \ � �since B \ E(B�) = B \ E(B)�= E(B) \ � �since E(B) � B�. 2We shall apply this method to an arbitrary BPA system. As before we splitthe set of variables into two disjoint sets V = VN[VU with the variables in VNhaving �nite norm and those in VU having in�nite norm, and make use of the�nite pre�x norm from De�nition 33:nf(�) = max
 n(�) : n(�) <1 and � = � for some �.Given the following three relationsR0 = 
 (A;AB) : A 2 VU and B 2 V�Rf = 
 (A;�) 2 VN � V�N : n(A) = n(�)�R1 = V�NVU � V�NVUwe shall construct a �nite complete relation R = R0 [Rf [R 0 with R 0 � R1.Then by Lemmas 52 and 53 below, we shall be able to construct R\ �.39



Lemma 53 For any �nite S � Rf [ R1 with R0 � S, the relation S� isdecidable; hence we can compute E(S).Proof LetSf = S \Rf; andS1 = 
 (� 0; � 0) : � Sf� � 0 and � Sf� � 0 for some (�;�) 2 S \R1 �:As Sf is �nite and norm-preserving, S1 must be �nite as well. Now,S� = 
 (�;�) : �;� 2 V�N and � Sf� ��[ 
 (�;��) : �;� 2 V�NVU and � S1� ��:Note that Sf� restricted to V�N is decidable: Sf is norm-preserving, and hence anyequivalence class is an e�ective �nite set. Furthermore S1� restricted to V�NVUis decidable: it is the su�x derivation of S1 [ S-11 , and hence any equivalenceclass is an e�ective rational set [19]. 2For any n � 1, we de�ne the relation Rn as follows:Rn = R0 [ Rf [ 
 (�;�) 2 R1 : nf(�);nf(�) < n�.We shall compute a constant e such that Re is complete, after which we cancompute Re \ � and hence infer that � is decidable. In fact, we get a strongerresult: we can construct a transducer (a �nite automaton labelled by pairs ofstates) recognizing the bisimulation.Theorem 54 Bisimilarity is an e�ective rational relation over any BPA sys-tem.Proof We assume that we have our promised integer e such that Re is com-plete. By Lemmas 52 and 53, we compute Re \ � = R0 [ (Rf \ �) [ Se,where Se = 
 (�;�) : �;� 2 V�NVU; � � � and nf(�);nf(�) < e�.First we show that the set of bisimilar pairs of in�nite norm is an e�ectiverational relation. We have� \ V�VUV�� V�VUV� = Re\�� \ V�VUV�� V�VUV�= � Se� \ V�NVU � V�NVU� � �V�� V��But (Se� \ V�NVU � V�NVU) is the su�x derivation according to Se restrictedto the recognizable relation V�NVU � V�NVU, and hence is an e�ective rationalrelation [32].It then remains to show that the set of bisimilar pairs of �nite norm is ane�ective rational relation. For this, we can exploit the Unique FactorisationTheorem 21. Let VP � VN be the set of all primes without repetition up to �;that is, for every � 2 V�N there is a unique � 2 V�P such that � � �. Now take40



S = 
 (X;�) : X 2 VN; � 2 V�P; and X � ��.The set of bisimilar pairs of �nite norm can then be expressed as the e�ectiverational set S� � (S-1)�. 2It now remains to explain the computation of the constant e such that Reis complete. A useful tool is the following divergence function:Div(�;�) = min�fn : � 6�n � g [ f1g�= 1+maxfn : � �n � g:An important property is that 1=Div is an ultrametric distance.Lemma 55a) 1 � Div(�;�) = Div(�;�);b) min�Div(�;�);Div(�; )� � Div(�; );c) If Div(�;�) > Div(�; ) then Div(�; ) = Div(�; );d) If n(�) < n(�) then Div(�;�) � 1 + n(�);e) If � u�!� 0 and juj < Div(�;�) then � u�!� 0 such that Div(�;�) �juj +Div(� 0; � 0).We extend Div to any binary relation R over states as follows.minDiv(R) = min
 Div(�;�) : �R��With this, we may now generalize Lemma 55(c).Lemma 56 If �R� � 0, �R� � 0, and Div(�;�) < minDiv(R) then Div(�;�) =Div(� 0; � 0).The above properties of the divergence function are true for arbitrary tran-sition systems. Henceforth we consider only BPA systems, in which case thedivergence function satis�es the following additional properties.Lemma 57 For every �;�; ; � 2 V�, we have the following.a) If  � � then Div(�;�) � Div(�;��) � Div(�;�)+n() � Div(�; ��).b) If � � �� and 1 < Div(�;�) < 1 then � a�!� 0 and � a�!� 0 such that� 0 � � 0� and Div(� 0; � 0) < Div(�;�).c) If � R� , � R� �, and Div(�;�) < minDiv(R) then Div(�;�) = Div(; �).
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If we can compute an integer a�;� for any �;� such that a�;� > Div(�;�)when � 6� �, then we would have the basis of an algorithm for deciding �. Infact, we are not able to �nd such a bound for an arbitrary BPA system; but forany BPA system, we shall show that there exists an equivalent BPA system ina form allowing to compute such a bound.Consider any BPA system with rewrite rules P. For each � 2 Im(P) withn(�) = 1 (that is, for each unnormed sequence � which appears as the righthand side of some rule of P) we associate a new variable X� in such a waythat X� = X� whenever � � �. (This association is not e�ective, but we areinterested only in the divergence function.) For each such variable X� we alsointroduce a new label a�. We then de�ne a new BPA system with the followingset bP of rewrite rules:bP = 
A a�!� : A a�!� 2 P and n(�) <1�[ 
A a�!X� ; X� a��!X� : A a�!� 2 P and n(�) =1 �:The following then attests that these two BPA systems are equivalent.Lemma 58 For �;� 2 V�N, � �P � i� � �bP �.We have that DivbP(�;�) � DivP(�;�), but equality is not true in general.The new system bP has the following restriction: each right hand side is eithera normed sequence or an unnormed variable. Furthermore, Div(A;B) = 1for every A;B 2 VU with A 6�bP B. These restrictions allow us to �nd anupper bound to the divergence for non-bisimilar pairs. Before proceedings, weneed �rst to introduce some further notations. For any �nite set E � V�, welet jEj denote its cardinality; max-n(E) = maxfn(�) : � 2 E g; min-n(E) =minfn(�) : � 2 E g; max-nf(E) = maxfnf(�) : � 2 E g; and min-nf(E) =minfnf(�) : � 2 E g. We shall also freely apply these max and min functionsto lists as well as sets. We let Pf = fA a�!� 2 P : n(�) <1 g be the restrictionof a system P to its rules of �nite norm. Then for any �;� 2 V�, we de�nea�;� = min-n(�;�) + (jVNj - 1) �max-n(Im(Pf)) +max-n(VN)Lemma 59 For any BPA system P and any �;� 2 V�N, if � 6� � thenDivbP(�;�) � a�;�.Proof Using Lemmas 55, 56 and 57, we generalize directly the constructiongiven in [30] for simple grammars to obtain the same bound a�;� for any BPAsystem in which each right hand side is either a normed sequence or an un-normed variable; and two unnormed non-bisimilar variables are of divergenceone (this last condition is not strictly necessary, but without it the bound mustbe changed). 2For a normed system P, bP = P, and a�;� is optimal when P = V��� f"g, inwhich case max-n(Im(P)) = 0 and max-n(V) = 1, so a�;� = min(j�j; j�j) + 1 =Div(�;�) whenever � 6� �. This bound a�;� on DivbP(�;�) also provides abound on the length of a derivation of P from (�;�) to a pair with distinctnorms, and which preserves a given uni�cation, as formulated in the following.42



Lemma 60 For �;� 2 V�N, if � � �� and � 6� � then for some � 0; � 0 and uwith juj < a�;� we have that � u�!� 0, � u�!� 0, n(� 0) 6= n(� 0), and � 0 � � 0�.Proof By Lemma 58, � 6�bP �, and by Lemma 59, DivbP(�;�) � a�;�. ByLemma 57, using induction on DivbP(�;�), there exist two derivations� = �1 a1�!bP�2 a2�!bP � � � an-1�! bP �n and � = �1 a1�!bP�2 a2�!bP � � � an-1�! bP�nsuch that �i � �i� for every 1 � i � n, andDivbP(�1; �1) > DivbP(�2; �2) > � � � > DivbP(�n; �n) = 1.In particular, n � DivbP(�;�) � a�;�. Since DivbP(�n; �n) = 1 and �n � �n�,either �n = " 6= �n or �n 6= " = �n, so n(�n) 6= n(�n). Thus m = minf i :n(�i) 6= n(�i) g exists, and we take u = a1: : :am-1, so juj = m- 1 < n � a�;�.By symmetry, we may assume that n(�m) < n(�m).� If n(�m) <1, then it su�ces to take � 0 = �m and � 0 = �m.� If n(�m) = 1, then m > 1 and �m-1 2 V+N. Let B� = �m-1; thenBam-1�! P� with X�� = �m. Thus it su�ces to take � 0 = �m and � 0 = ��;in particular,� 0 = �m � �m� = X��� � � � ��� = � 0�. 2If  = � in the above Lemma, then � is repetitive: � � �� for some � 6= ",and we can �nd such a � with a �nite norm bounded by bmax-n(�;�), wherebn = (n + jVNj) �max-n(Im(Pf)) � (max-nf(Im(P)))2Lemma 61 For �;� 2 V�N, if �� � �� and � 6� � then � � � for some  6= "with nf() < bmax-n(�;�).Proof By Lemma 60, there are derivations � u�!� 0 and � u�!� 0 such thatjuj < a�;�, n(� 0) 6= n(� 0) and � 0� � � 0�. Thus there are derivations�� 0 v�! " and � 0 v�!� or �� 0 v�! and � 0 v�! "�such that jvj = min-n(� 0; � 0) and � � �. As max-n(VN) � max-n(Im(Pf)) + 1,we have thata�;� - 1 � min-n(�;�) + jVNj �max-n(Im(Pf)).Furthermore,nf(� 0) � n(�) + juj � (max-nf(Im(P)) - 1)nf(� 0) � n(�) + juj � (max-nf(Im(P)) - 1)nf() � max-nf(� 0; � 0) + jvj � (max-nf(Im(P)) - 1)43



So nf() � max-n(�;�) + (a�;� - 1) � (max-n(Im(Pf)) - 1)+ �min-n(�;�) + (a�;� - 1) � (max-n(Im(Pf)) - 1)���max-nf(Im(P)) - 1�� �max-n(�;�) + (a�;� - 1) � (max-n(Im(Pf)) - 1)��max-nf(Im(P))� �max-n(�;�) �max-n(Im(Pf)) +jVNj �max-n(Im(Pf)) � (max-n(Im(Pf)) - 1)� �max-nf(Im(P))< �max-n(�;�) + jVNj� �max-n(Im(Pf)) � (max-nf(Im(P)))2= bmax-n(�;�): 2We then de�ne the integer c = bmax-n(VN)�(1+max-nf(Im(P))) to obtain a se-quence of decreasing repetitive states.Lemma 62 Let � � � with 0 < n() < c and max-n(VN) < nf(�). Thenthere exist b, b� and � such that b� � bb� with 0 < n(b) < c and � � �b� withnf(�) = nf(�b�) and 0 < n(�) < 2max-n(VN).Proof As 0 < n() < c, we have that  = A 00 with A 2 VN. Let A u�!"with juj = n(A). Then � = � 0� 00 u�!�� 00 such that �� 00 �  00� where j� 0j isminimal. As nf(�) > max-n(VN) � juj, we have that � 00 6= " and � 0 2 V�N. Bythe mimimality of j� 0j, we have that � 0 u 0�!B u 00�!� with B = � 0(j� 0j), u 0u 00 = uand u 00 6= ". Hence n(� 0) � ju 0j + n(B) < 2 �max-n(VN). Furthermore, nf(�) �n(B) + ju 00j � (max-nf(Im(P))+ 1) � max-n(VN) �max-nf(Im(P)). We have that� 0� 00 = � � A 00� � A�� 00.Suppose that � 0 � A�. In particular, � 2 V�N, and it su�ces to take b = 00A, b� = �� 00 and � = A:� b� = �� 00 �  00� =  00� 0� 00 �  00A�� 00 = bb�.� 0 < n(b) = n( 00A) = n(A 00) = n() < c.� � = � 0� 00 � A�� 00 = �b�.� nf(�) = nf(� 0� 00) = n(� 0) + nf(� 00)= n(A) + n(�) + nf(� 00) = nf(A�� 00) = nf(�b�):� 0 < n(�) = n(A) � max-n(VN) < 2 �max-n(VN).Assume then that � 0 6� A�. Then we have that � 0� 00 � A�� 00 with n(� 0) <2 �max-n(VN) and n(A�) � max-n(VN) � (1 +max-nf(Im(P))).� If � 2 V�N, then by Lemma 61, there is b such that � 00 � b� 00 and44



nf(b) < bmax(2�max-n(VN);max-n(VN)�(1+max-nf(Im(P)))) = c.� If n(�) = 1, then � 0� 00 � A�. Let � 0 v�!" with jvj = n(� 0). There isA� v�!b with � 00 � b � b� 00. Then nf(b) � nf(A�)+ jvj �(max-nf(Im(P))-1). Thus nf(b) < max-n(VN) � (1 + max-nf(Im(P))) + 2 � max-n(VN) �(max-nf(Im(P)) - 1) < c. So it su�ces to take b� =  00 and � =  0. 2We bound the �nite norm of repetitive states with the following integer:d = 2 �max-n(VN) � jVNjc.Lemma 63 Let � � � with nf() < c. Then there is b� � � with nf(b�) < d.Proof If n() =1 then it su�ces to take b� = � (since c < d). Let � � � withn() < c. We may assume that nf(�) is minimal. By repeated applications ofLemma 62, there is a �nite sequence (i; �i; �i) with 1 � i � n such that� 1 =  and �1 = �;� nf(�n) � max-n(VN);� for each 1 � i � n: �i � i�i and 0 < n(�i) < 2 �max-n(VN); and� for each 1 � i < n: �i � �i+1�i+1 and nf(�i) = nf(�i+1�i+1).Assume that i = j for i < j. Then �i � �j with nf(�j) < nf(�i). If b� =�2: : :�i�j then b� � �2: : :�i�i � �1 = �, but nf(�) = nf(�2: : :�i�i) > nf(b�). Thiscontradiction to the minimality of � implies that the i are pairwise distincts.Hence n � jf 2 V�N : n() < c gj� 1 + jVNj + : : : + jVNjc-1= (jVNjc - 1)=(jVNj - 1) < jVNjc:Finallynf(�) = nf(�2: : :�n�n) < 2(n - 1) �max-n(VN) +max-n(VN)< 2nmax-n(VN) < 2max-n(VN) � jVNjc = d: 2The integer e = d+1+max-n(VN) �max-n(Im(Pf)) is then a suitable bound.Theorem 64 The relation Re is complete: Re\�� = �.Proof We have Re\�� � �� = �. To prove the reverse inclusion and using R0 itsu�ces to show that for every �;� 2 V�N [ V�NVU, if � � � then � Re\�� �. Wemay also assume that Im(P) � V�N [ V�NVU. In the sequel, we let � =Re \�� .45



The proof is carried out by induction on � as de�ned in De�nition 33:(�;�) � (; �) i� max-nf(�;�) � max nf(; �).Suppose �rst that max-nf(�;�) = 0, that is, �;� 2 VU [ f"g. As � � �,either � = � = ", in which case � � �; or �;� 2 VU, in which case �(Re\ �)�.Assume then that max-nf(�;�) > 0. First, let us verify the following prop-erty of normed sequences �; � 2 V�N:(?) If � � � and nf(�) < e and (�; �) � (�;�) then � � �.Either n(�) <1 in which case (�; �) � (�;�) and by the induction hypothesis� � �; or n(�) =1 in which case either nf(�) < e so �(Re \ �)�, or nf(�) � ein which case (�; �) � (�; �) � (�;�), and by the induction hypothesis � � �.Now let A� 0 = � and B� 0 = �. By symmetry, we may assume that n(B) �n(A), so B 2 VN. Let B u�!" with juj = n(B). Then A u�! such that � 0 � � 0.In particular,nf() � juj � (max-nf(Im(P)) - 1) + 1� max-n(VN) � (max-nf(Im(P)) - 1) + 1 < e:Furthermore, A� 0 � B� 0.Suppose n() =1. Then  � � 0, and by Property (?),  � � 0. FurthermoreA� 0 � B and nf(B) � max-n(VN) �max-nf(Im(P)) + 1 < e.� If A 2 VU then � 0 = " and hence � = A(Re\ �)B � B� 0 = �.� If A 2 VN then A v�!" such that jvj = n(A). Hence B v�!b� such that� 0 � b�. In particular, nf(b�) � max-n(VN)�(max-nf(Im(P))-1)+nf(B) �2 �max-n(VN) �max-nf(Im(P)) < e and by Property (?), b� � � 0. Further-more, Ab� � B and nf(Ab�) � max-n(VN) � (2 �max-nf(Im(P)) + 1) < e.Hence Ab�(Re\ �)B. Finally, � = A� 0 � Ab� � B � B� 0 = �.Assume then that n() < 1. Then A 2 VN, and since n(� 0) = n(� 0),by induction, � 0 � � 0. Furthermore, n() � juj � (max-n(Im(Pf)) - 1) + 1 �max-n(VN) � (max-n(Im(Pf)) - 1) + 1.� If A � B then A(Re \ �)B. Hence � = A� 0 � B� 0 � B� 0 = �.� If A 6� B then A� 0 � B� 0. By Lemma 61, � 0 � �� 0 for some � withnf(�) < bmax-n(A;B) < c. By Lemma 63, � 0 � b� for some b� with nf(b�) < d.By Property (?), � 0 � b�. Furthermore, Ab�(Re \ �)Bb�, since Ab� � Bb�with nf(Ab�) < e andnf(Bb�) < max-n(VN) + n() + d� max-n(VN) �max-n(Im(Pf)) + 1 + d = e:Finally, � = A� 0 � Ab� � Bb� � B� 0 � B� 0 = �. 2Although we have a direct decision procedure to decide bisimilarity for anyBPA system, the complexity is not polynomial: constant e is exponential in the46



size of the system. A close analysis would demonstrates that the complexity ofthe underlying algorithm is in fact doubly exponential in the size of the BPAsystem.2.4 Undecidability Results for MSAIn this section we outline Jan�car's technique [84] for demonstrating undecid-ability results for bisimilarity through mimicking Minsky machines in a weakfashion but faithfully enough to capture the essence of the halting problem.Jan�car �rst employed his ideas to demonstrate the undecidability of bisim-ulation equivalence over the class of Petri nets. Hirshfeld [66] modi�ed theargument to demonstrate the undecidability of trace equivalence over BPP.Jan�car and Moller [89] then used the technique to demonstrate the undecid-ability of regularity checking of Petri nets with respect to both simulation andtrace equivalence.In the following we generalize Jan�car's result by demonstrating the unde-cidability of (normed) MSA. Jan�car's technique applies ideally in this case, asMSA o�er precisely the ingredients present in Petri nets which are needed tomimic Minsky machines.Minsky machines [117] are simple straight-line programs which make useof only two counters. Formally, a Minsky machine is a sequence of labelledinstructions X0 : comm0X1 : comm1� � �Xn-1 : commn-1Xn : haltwhere each of the �rst n instructions is either of the formX` : c0 := c0+1; goto Xj or X` : c1 := c1+1; goto Xjor of the formX` : if c0 = 0 then goto Xjelse c0 := c0-1; goto Xk or X` : if c1 = 0 then goto Xjelse c1 := c1-1; goto XkAMinsky machineM starts executing with the value 0 in the counters c0 and c1and the control at the label X0. When the control is at label X` (0 � ` < n), themachine executes instruction comm`, modifying the contents of the counters andtransferring the control to the appropriate label as directed by the instruction.The machine halts if and when the control reaches the halt instruction at labelXn. We recall now the fact that the halting problem for Minsky machines isundecidable: there is no algorithm which decides whether or not a given Minskymachine halts.A Minsky machine as presented above gives rise to the following MSA.� The input alphabet is � = f i; d; z;! g.� The control states are Q = fp0; p1; : : : ; pn-1; pn; q0; q1; : : : ; qn-1; qn g.47



� The stack alphabet is � = fZ; 0; 1 g.� For each machine instructionX` : cb := cb+1; goto Xjwe have the MSA rulesp`Z i�!pjbZ and q`Z i�!qjbZ.� For each machine instructionX` : if cb = 0 then goto Xjelse cb := cb-1; goto Xkwe have the MSA rulesp`b d�!pk p`Z z�!pjZ p`b z�!qjbq`b d�!qk q`Z z�!qjZ q`b z�!pjb� We have the one �nal MSA rulepnZ !�!pnThe two states p0Z and q0Z of this MSA each mimic the machine M in thefollowing sense.� When M is at the command labelled X` with the values x and y in itscounters, this is reected by the MSA being in state p`0x1yZ (or q`0x1yZ).� If this command is an increment, then the MSA has only one transitionavailable from the control state p` (q`), which is labelled by i (for `in-crement'), resulting in the MSA state reecting the state of the machineupon executing the increment command.� If this command is a successful test for zero (that is, the relevant counterhas the value 0), then the MSA has only one transition available from thecontrol state p` (q`), which is labelled z (for `zero'), again resulting in theMSA state reecting the state of the machine upon executing the test forzero command.� If this command is a decrement (that is, a failed test for zero), then theMSA in control state p` (q`) has three possible transitions, exactly oneof which is labelled d (for `decrement') which would once again resultin the MSA state reecting the state of the machine upon executing thedecrement command.
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� In this last instance, the MSA has the option to disregard the existenceof a relevant counter symbol in the stack and behave as if the programcounter was zero. This reects the weakness of Petri nets (and henceMSA) in their inability to test for zero (a weakness which works in theirfavour with respect to several important positive decidability results suchas the reachability problem [106]). In this case, the MSA in control statep` (q`) may make a z transition in either of two ways: either by \hon-estly" cheating using the rule p`Z z�!pjZ (q`Z z�!qjZ), or by \knowingly"cheating using the rule p`b z�!qjb (q`b z�!pjb) thus moving the controlstate over into the domain of the other MSA mimickingM.Fact 65 p0Z � q0Z i� the Minsky machine M does not halt.Proof IfM halts, then a winning strategy for player I in the bisimulation gamewould be to mimic the behaviour ofM in either of the two MSA states. PlayerII's only option in response would be to do the same with the other MSA state.Upon termination, the game states will be pn0x1yZ and qn0x1yZ for somevalues x and y. Player I may then make the transition pn0x1yZ !�!pn0x1ywhich cannot be answered by player II from the state qn0x1yZ. Hence p0Z andq0Z cannot be bisimilar.If M fails to halt, then a winning strategy for player II would be to mimicplayer I's moves for as long as player I mimics M, and to cheat knowingly orhonestly, respectively, in the instance that player I cheats honestly or knowingly,respectively, so as to arrive at the situation where the two states are identical;from here player II can copy every move of player I verbatim. Hence p0Z andq0Z must be bisimilar. 2We thus have undecidability of bisimulation equivalence over a very re-stricted class of Petri nets: those with only two unbounded places and a min-imal degree of nondeterminism. Note that this nondeterminism is essential:Jan�car [84] shows that bisimulation equivalence is decidable between two Petrinets when one of them is deterministic up to bisimilarity.The above MSA can be made into a normed rewrite transition system byadding a new input symbol n along with the following MSA rules (one for each` = 0 : : : n and each X = Z; 0; 1).p`X n�!p` q`X n�!q`p`X n�!q` q`X n�!p`These moves allow the MSA to exhaust its stack at any point during its ex-ecution, and continues to allow player II to produce a pair of identical statesif player I elects to take one of these non-M-mimicking transitions. The sameargument can then be made to show that p0Z and q0Z are bisimilar exactlywhen the Minsky machine M does not halt.Theorem 66 Bisimilarity is undecidable over the class of normed MSA.This result contrasts with that of Stirling [137] regarding the decidability ofbisimilarity over the class of normed PDA.49



� � FSA �-regularityBPA 2exptime [23]ptime in thenormed case [70] ptime [99] 2exptime [24]PDA decidable [134]pspace-hard [108] exptime [87]pspace-hard [108] pspace-hard [108]BPP decidable [36]co-np-hard [107]ptime in thenormed case [71] pspace [87] decidable [55]co-np-hard [107]PA co-np-hard [107]decidable in thenormed case [68] decidable [87] co-np-hard [107]PN undecidable [85] decidable [55]EXpspace-hard [108] decidable [55]expspace-hard [108]Figure 2: Results for bisimilarity.2.5 Summary of ResultsThe tables in Figures 2 and 3 summarise a variety of decidability and algo-rithmic results for bisimulation problems over several classes of in�nite-statesystems, many of which being as described above, as well as give pointers towhere to �nd these results in the literature. The �rst column of the �rst tablelists results regarding bisimilarity as discussed in this chapter; the second col-umn lists results regarding the problem of comparing a system to a �nite-statesystem; and the third column lists results regarding the regularity problem, de-termining if the system is equivalent to some unspeci�ed �nite-state system.The second table presents the same collection of results, but this time in rela-tion to weak bisimulation equivalence. To de�ne weak bisimilarity, we assumethat there is some label � which represents an unobservable transition label,and we de�ne a new transition relation =) by: �=) = ��!�, and for a 6= �,a=) = ��!� � a�! � ��!�. Then the de�nition of weak bisimilarity is the sameas for bisimilarity except using this new transition relation =) in place of theoriginal �! relation.One-Counter Automata and One-Counter NetsThe discussion of equivalence checking in this chapter only touches the surfaceof this vast topic, and many related studies have been carried out which considerother classes of systems and other equivalences. In particular, there has recentlybeen extensive work done on one-counter automata and one-counter nets, forboth bisimulation equivalence and simulation preorder/equivalence.A simulation relation is de�ned as a \one-sided" bisimulation relation, in50



� � FSA �-regularityBPA pspace-hard [139] ptime [99] ?PDA pspace-hard [139] exptime [87]pspace-hard [108] pspace-hard [108]BPP np-hard [139]�P2 -hard [107] pspace [87] �P2 -hard [107]PA pspace-hard [139] decidable [87] �P2 -hard [107]PN undecidable [85] undecidable [55] undecidable [55]Figure 3: Results for weak bisimilarity.the sense that we omit the second clause in De�nition 9, and in the third clausewe only demand that � be a �nal state whenever � is, but not vice versa.We then say that � is simulated by � if the pair (�;�) is contained in somesimulation relation; that is, the simulation preorder is de�ned to be the unionof all simulation relations (and hence the largest simulation relation). Finally,two states are simulation equivalent if they simulate each other.The �rst relevant result is that of Jan�car [86], demonstrating that bisimula-tion equivalence, as well as the regularity problem with respect to bisimilarity,are decidable for one-counter automata. Although this is subsumed by the laterresult of S�enizergues [132], the technique used by Jan�car in his proof of the spe-cial case is elegant, employing novel ideas involving representing bisimilarity asa colouring of the plane and demonstrating the existence of a periodicity whichcan be detected.Abdulla and �Cer�ans [1] recently outlined an extensive and technically-challenging proof of the decidability of the simulation preorder for one-counternets. This result was subsequently given a concise and intuitive proof by Jan�carand Moller [90], again using colourings of the plane.For the slightly wider class of one-counter automata, Jan�car, Moller andSawa [92] demonstrate the undecidability of simulation equivalence, and hencealso simulation preorder; for the equivalence problem, we can even assume thatone of the automata is deterministic, and for the preorder, we can assume thatboth are deterministic. Contrasting with these results are, �rstly, the decidabil-ity of the equivalence problem for deterministic one-counter automata, a resultwhich can be extracted from the early results of Valiant and Paterson [143];and secondly, the recent result of Jan�car, Ku�cera and Moller [88] that equiv-alence is decidable between a deterministic one-counter automaton (in fact, adeterministic PDA even) and a one-counter net.Finally, it is also demonstrated in [88] that the regularity problem for one-counter nets with respect to simulation equivalence is decidable. (The corre-sponding problem is undecidable for both Petri nets [89] and PA [98].) This51



proof is carried out by presenting an elegant general reduction from simula-tion problems over one-counter nets to bisimulation problems over one-counterautomata, and then exploiting the original result of Jan�car [86].
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3 The Model Checking ProblemIn this section we survey the state-of-the-art in model-checking in�nite-statesystems. Again, we concentrate exclusively on discrete in�nite-state systemsand neglect, e.g., dense in�nite-state structures related to timed or hybrid sys-tems, which are covered, for instance, in [3] and [2]. Due to the broad scopeof existing model checking algorithms, we have chosen to sketch only the mainideas behind the relevant results complemented by appropriate references: fordecidable model checking problems we briey present the developed algorithmstogether with their complexity; for undecidable problems, we outline the un-decidability proof. This style of presentation is intended to provide readersinterested in more technical details with access to the original papers, and en-sures at the same time that the survey remains readable for those who wishonly to glance over the research done in this area.The remainder of this section is organized as follows. We briey introducein Section 3.1 the temporal logics we consider together with their branchingand linear time classi�cations; this introduction can be deepened by consult-ing chapter 1..4 on \Modal Logics for Processes" in this handbook [17]. Wethen proceed by presenting decidability and complexity results about modelchecking for various classes of in�nite-state systems, �rst for branching timelogics in Section 3.2, and subsequently for linear time logics in Section 3.3. Thepresentation is organized according to the two central parameters of the modelchecking problem:� the size of the representation of the transition system; and� the size of the temporal formula.This allows us to distinguish three di�erent complexities:� the general case;� the case where the formula is �xed; and� the case where the system is �xed.As in practice the size of the formula is usually very small compared tothe size of the system representation, we focus on the �rst two cases here andneglect the last one in our complexity considerations.3.1 Temporal LogicsA successful approach to the veri�cation of programs relies on a suitable for-malism for specifying central aspects of the intended system behaviour. In thecase of sequential programs where the input/output behaviour together withtermination plays a predominant role such formalisms are traditionally basedon state transformer semantics. In fact, sequential programs are typically ver-i�ed by considering their (partial) correctness, speci�ed in terms of pre- andpostconditions [58]. 53



Reactive systems, on the other hand, are typically nonterminating, as theymaintain an ongoing interaction with the environment. Hence, veri�cationmethods which rely intrinsically on the existence of a �nal state are, usually,not applicable and must be replaced by radically di�erent approaches (see [100]for a survey). Pnueli [127] was the �rst to recognize the need for formalismswhich support reasoning about nonterminating behaviour. He proposed the useof temporal logic as a language for the speci�cation of concurrent program prop-erties. Temporal logics are tailored to expressing many important correctnessproperties characteristic for reactive systems, in particular, liveness propertieswhich assert that something will eventually happen.Since Pnueli's landmark paper a plethora of systems of temporal logic havebeen investigated concerning their expressiveness and suitability for veri�cationpurposes. The majority and better known of these logics belong to the class ofpoint-based, future-tense, and propositional logics. In this survey we will alsofocus on this class, while elaborating on the di�erences between branching-timelogics and linear-time logics. The reader interested in technical details beyondthis exposition is adviced to consult [120] and chapter 1.4 on \Modal Logics forProcesses" in this handbook [17].Within their respective spectra, branching and linear-time logics can beclassi�ed according to their expressive power. Figure 4 shows the respectivehierarchies of temporal logics we will consider in the following. In this �gurean arrow L1!L2 indicates that the logic L2 is strictly more expressive than thelogic L1.Due to their di�erence in expressive power the various logics have also di�er-ent importance for veri�cation purposes. The weakest logics, Hennessy-Milnerlogic and weak linear-time logic, can only express properties about a �nite pre-�x of a system, and play consequently only a minor role in themselves. Theyconstitute, however, the basis for the more expressive logics and possess someinteresting theoretical properties. Most importantly, for �nite-branching pro-cesses, i.e., for processes where each state admits only �nitely many transitions,it is known that two processes are bisimulation equivalent i� they satisfy thesame set of Hennessy-Milner logic formulae [65]. To increase the expressivenessof these basic logics, which require in�nite sets of formulae for characterizingin�nite behaviour, the addition of the \until" operator has been proposed whichcan express that a property � should hold until a second property  holds. Onthe branching-time side this leads to Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [42], whileon the linear-time side this yields Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [127]. Sinceboth logics arise quite naturally and can express practically relevant propertiesthey are widely used in tools for automatic veri�cation. But even the logics EFand EG, complementary fragments of CTL, have stirred up some interest. Theyboth have been successfully used to clarify the borderline between decidabilityand undecidability, as well as to establish lower complexity bounds for modelchecking various classes of in�nite-state systems. The logic UB is simply thesmallest common generalization of EF and EG.Even more expressive temporal logics are obtained by adding least andgreatest �xpoint operators to the basic logics. This extension results in the54
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Figure 4: Branching and linear time logics.branching-time modal �-calculus and the linear-time �-calculus. Both �xpointlogics play a central role in the theory of model checking due to their syntacticminimality and their pleasing mathematical properties. Accordingly, we willpresent both logics together with their respective model checking algorithms ingreater detail.All the logics mentioned so far have in common that they may expressonly regular properties. This means that in the branching-time setting the setof states, respectively in the linear-time setting the set of traces, satisfying agiven property form regular sets. Whereas the meaning of regularity is clearfor traces, regular sets of states need to be explained: a state in a transi-tion system characterizes a tree, and for trees regularity is well-de�ned [128].There have, however, been extensions proposed which incorporate nonregularfeatures like counting. The most prominent examples are Presburger Computa-tion Tree Logic (PCTL) [10] which combines CTL with Presburger arithmetic,and Constrained Linear Temporal Logic (CLTL) [13], which enhances LTL byPresburger arithmetic and constraints expressed by �nite-state automata. De-spite the fact that both logics in their general form are undecidable already for�nite-state systems, decidability can be regained for nontrivial fragments.For the following formal introduction of characteristic temporal logics letT = (S; �;!) be a labelled transition system without start and �nal states, ��,resp. �!, denote the set of �nite, resp. in�nite words over �, and �1 =df ��[�!.55



Moreover, given a word � = a1a2 : : : 2 �1, �(2) will denote the �rst action of�, i.e., a1, and �1 the word a2a3 : : :.A path � = s1a1!s2a2! : : : in T is a �nite or in�nite transition sequence suchthat si ai!si+1, for all i, is in the transition relation. By �(i) we denote its i-thstate si, whereas �i denotes the part of � starting at si. Moreover, we denoteby �(`) its �rst state, and, if � is �nite, by �(a) its last state, respectively.A run is a maximal path, i.e., a path that is either in�nite or terminates in astate without successors. Furthermore, we denote by paths(s) the set of pathsstarting in s, while runs(s) will denote the set of runs starting in s. The set of�nite paths from s is written paths�(s). Finally, we write prefs(�) for the setof �nite pre�xes of the path �.3.1.1 Branching-Time LogicsThe main characteristic of branching-time logics is that they model the poten-tial of possible futures in a tree-like structure: each moment in time has at leastone, but may have even in�nitely many possible successor moments. Togetherwith the temporal order on moments in time, this structure therefore de�nesin�nite trees, which, in a natural way, correspond to computation trees of con-current processes. Consequently, formulae of a branching-time temporal logiccan be conveniently used to loosely specify the behaviour of concurrent systemsaccording to their structural operational semantics. Moreover, as many processalgebras assume a set � of observable actions, modal operators of branching-time logics often quantify over action-labelled transitions allowing to specifywhich property should hold after a speci�c action has been observed.Hennessy-Milner Logic (HML) The weakest branching-time logic is Hen-nessy-Milner logic [65], built out of \true", negation, conjunction, and therelativized existential next operator hai. Formally, formulae have the followingsyntax:� ::= tt j :� j �1 ^ �2 j hai�where a is an action of �. As is characteristic for a branching-time logic, thesemantics [[�]]T of a formula � is de�ned with respect to a labelled transitionsystem T , and denotes the subset of the set of states S for which the formulaholds. In particular, for formulae of Hennessy-Milner logic the semantics isde�ned inductively as follows:[[tt]]T =df S[[:�]]T =df S - [[�]]T[[�1 ^ �2]]T =df [[�1]]T \ [[�2]]T[[hai�]]T =df f s 2 S j 9 s 0 2 S: s a!s 0 and s 0 2 [[�]]T gInstead of s 2 [[�]]T we also write s j= �. To ease the notation further, thedual notions false, disjunction and universal next operator are de�ned using56



the standard abbreviationsff =df :tt�1 _ �2 =df :(:�1 ^ :�2)[a]� =df :hai:�Under the customary assumption that atomic propositions are closed undernegation, these abbreviations allow us to transform every formula of Hennessy-Milner logic into positive normal form, i.e., an equivalent formula without nega-tion, by driving negation inwards.From a conceptual point of view Hennessy-Milner logic is easy to deal withas validity of a formula at a state s may readily be checked for any processwhose computation tree is �nite-branching, i.e., has only a �nite number ofalternatives for each observable action. It simply su�ces to investigate thecomputation tree of the labelled transition graph under consideration up todepth j�j, where j�j denotes the size of � de�ned in the usual way by countingthe number of operators.The Logics EF, EG and UB The logic EF [50] is obtained from Hennessy-Milner logic by adding the operator EF�, meaning \there exists a path such thateventually � holds". This addition increases the expressive power of the logicsigni�cantly, as it becomes possible to reason about paths of arbitrary length. Infact, it already su�ces to express the practically relevant reachability propertiesand the practically even more important dual invariance or safety properties::EF� expresses that a state satisfying a certain undesirable property � cannotbe reached.The addition of the operator EG� to HML, meaning \there exists a pathsuch that � always holds" yields, symmetrically, the logic EG, which allows toexpress inevitability properties, e.g., :EG� means that the considered system isguaranteed to eventually violate property �. The combination of the logics EFand EG yields the obviously even more expressive Uni�ed System of Branching-Time Logic (UB) [7].Formally the semantics of the operators EF and EG are given as follows:[[EF�]]T =df f s 2 S j 9 � 2 paths�(s): �(a) 2 [[�]]T g[[EG�]]T =df f s 2 S j 9 � 2 runs(s): 8 � 0 2 prefs(�): � 0(a) 2 [[�]]T gBoth operators have also a dual operator which in the case of EF is de�ned asAG� =df :EF:�, and in the case of EG as AF� =df :EG:�. Intuitively, theyexpress properties of the form \always in the future � holds" and \eventuallyin the future � holds".Finally, a useful complexity measure for formulae in EF, respectively EG, istheir nesting depth which measures the nesting of EF, respectivelyEG operators.Computation Tree Logic (CTL) Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [42] isone of the earliest proposed branching-time logics. It can be considered as thebranching-time counterpart of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [127], which was57



proposed earlier and which will be introduced in the next section. CTL adds toHennessy-Milner logic an until operator which is either existentially quanti�edE[� U  ] or universally quanti�ed A[� U  ]. The formal semantics of the newoperators are as follows.[[E[� U ]]]T =df f s 2 S j 9 � 2 paths�(s): 8 � 0 2 prefs(�):(� 0 6= �) � 0(a) 2 [[�]]T )^ �(a) 2 [[ ]]T g[[A[� U ]]]T =df f s 2 S j 8 � 2 paths�(s): 8 � 0 2 prefs(�):(� 0 6= �) � 0(a) 2 [[�]]T )^ �(a) 2 [[ ]]T gIntuitively, E[� U  ] means that there exists a path on which � holds until,eventually,  holds, while A[� U  ] expresses that on all paths � holds until,eventually,  holds. The until operators are expressive enough to encode bothEF and EG by means of the following formulae.EF� � E[ttU �]EG� � :A[ttU :�]As a consequence, CTL subsumes the logic UB.An example that demonstrates the practical applicability of CTL is thespeci�cation of the alternation bit protocol, a well-known communication pro-tocol for exchanging messages between a sender process and a receiver process.The alternation bit protocol could be speci�ed by the CTL formulaeAG(RcvMsg) A[RcvMsg U (:RcvMsg ^A[:RcvMsg U SndMsg])])AG(SndMsg^ Snd0)A[SndMsg U (:SndMsg^A[:SndMsg U (RcvMsg^ Rcv0)])])AG(SndMsg^ Snd1)A[SndMsg U (:SndMsg^A[:SndMsg U (RcvMsg^ Rcv1)])])taken from [40]. The formulae express the fact that sending a message (SndMsg)strictly alternates with receiving a message (RcvMsg), and that if a messagewith bit 0 (Snd0), resp. with bit 1 (Snd1), is sent, then a message with bit 0(Rcv0), resp. with bit 1 (Rcv1), is received.The Modal �-Calculus The modal �-calculus as introduced by Kozen [97]is one of the most powerful branching-time logics found in the literature. Basedon mathematical �xpoint theory, it combines standard modal logic with leastand greatest �xpoint operators. Similar to the �-calculus for functional lan-guages, and due to the extreme power of the �xpoint operators, on the onehand it allows us to express very complex (temporal) properties within a sparsesyntactic formalism, while on the other hand, due to its syntactic minimalism,it also provides a good basis for the conceptual study of numerous theoreticalintricacies which have attracted a lot of research. However, there is a price tobe paid for these properties: even for experts, it is often hard to understand themeaning of a one-line �-calculus formula. This is the reason for practitionersto prefer syntactically richer and less expressive derived logics. The �-calculus58



is nevertheless also practically relevant, as it provides a convenient \assemblylanguage" for temporal logics.The main characteristic which distinguishes the modal �-calculus from mostother branching-time logics is the possibility to specify recursive properties,which adds tremendous expressive power. Keeping in mind that the seman-tics of branching-time formulae are subsets of the state set S, such recursiveproperties can be viewed as equation systems which have to be solved over 2S .Although, in general, several solutions may exist there are two prominent so-lutions with respect to the subset ordering on state sets, namely the smallestand the largest ones. Due to a theorem of Tarski [140], their existence can beguaranteed whenever the equation system satis�es an easily veri�able mono-tonicity condition. The desired solution can then be expressed by means of aleast or greatest �xpoint operator, where �X:�(X), resp. �X:�(X), denotes thesmallest, resp. greatest, solution of X = �(X).More formally, the modal �-calculus is an extension of Hennessy-Milner logicwhich introduces a (countable) set of variablesVar , and a least �xpoint operator�X:� binding X in �. Its semantics is de�ned with respect to a valuation Vmapping variables to subsets of S. To ensure the above-mentioned monotonicitycondition, it is customary to impose the syntactic restriction for expressions�X:� that any occurrence of X in � must occur within the scope of an evennumber of negations. The semantics for variables and the least �xpoint operatorare then given as follows, where V[X 7! E ] is the valuation obtained from V byupdating the binding of X to E .[[X]]TV =df V(X)[[�X:�]]TV =df T f E � S j [[�]]TV [X7!E ] � E gThe notions of bound and free occurrences of variables are de�ned in the usualway, and a formula is said to be closed if it does not contain any free variableoccurrence. Using negation, it is possible to introduce also the greatest �xpointoperator �X:� by�X:� =df :�X::�[:X=X ]where �[:X=X ] denotes the simultaneous replacement of all free occurrencesof X by :X. The semantics of �X:� can also be de�ned directly by[[�X:�]]TV =df [ f E � S j E � [[�]]TV [X7!E ] gThe clauses for the �xpoints are reformulations of the characterization inthe Tarski-Knaster theorem [140] which states that the least �xpoint is theintersection of all pre-�xpoints and the greatest �xpoint is the union of allpost-�xpoints. The �xpoint property also ensures that states satisfy a �xpointformula i� they satisfy the unfolding of the formula, i.e.,s 2 [[�X:�]]TV i� s 2 [[�[�X:�=X ]]]TV where � 2 f�; � gThe following encoding of the until operatorsE[�U  ] � �X: _ (�^ (Wa2� haiX))A[�U  ] � �X: _ (�^ (Va2� [a]X))59



shows that the modal �-calculus is strictly more expressive than CTL. Formulaeresulting from such a translation are rather special as they possess only one sortof �xpoint, namely minimal �xpoints. The modal �-calculus, however, permitsusers to write formulae containing alternating intertwined �xpoint operators,i.e., formulae like the following, which intuitively simply requires the existenceof an in�nite a-path on which the atomic proposition P is guaranteed to holdin�nitely often.�0 = �X:(�Y:(haiY_ (P^ haiX)))Here it is characteristic that a �xpoint expression for a variable X containsanother �xpoint expression of the other kind (e.g., greatest instead of least),which itself contains X free. Formulae with such alternations are not only hardto understand, but also hard to check algorithmically: already for �nite-statesystems, the best known algorithms are exponential in the so-called alternationdepth which is de�ned as follows [123].De�nition 67 [Alternation Depth]A formula � is said to be in the classes �0 and �0 i� it contains no �xpointoperators. To form the class �n+1, take �n [ �n, and close under (i) booleanand modal combinators, (ii) �X:�, for � 2 �n+1, and (iii) substitution of� 0 2 �n+1 for a free variable of � 2 �n+1 provided that no free variable of � 0is captured by �; and dually for �n+1. The (Niwinski) alternation depth of aformula �, denoted by ad(�), is then the least n such that � 2 �n+1 \ �n+1,or equivalently � 2 CBM(�n [ �n) where CBM denotes the closure underboolean and modal combinators.Niwinski's inductive de�nition is stronger than the more popular and eas-ier to understand de�nition of Emerson and Lei [49]. In order to illustrateNiwinski's quite technical de�nition, we give a few examples. The followingsubformulae of �0 given above have, for instance, alternation depth 0, 1, and2. haiY_ (P^ haiX) 2 �0 \ �0�Y:(haiY_ (P^ haiX)) 2 �1�X:(�Y:(haiY_ (P^ haiX))) 2 �2The fragment of formulae with alternation depth one, called the alternation-free modal �-calculus, has stirred up some greater interest. It captures a gooddeal of the desired system properties (in particular, the whole of CTL), whilepermitting e�cient model checking: e.g., for �nite-state systems model checkingis linear in both the system and the formula size [45] (cf. Section 3.2). Onthe other hand, Brad�eld [16] (and, independently, Lenzi[101]) showed thatalternation depth induces an in�nite sequence of sublogics of strictly increasingexpressive power. This, and other interesting details about the modal �-calculusand its associated theory can be found in chapter 1.4 on \Modal logics forProcesses" in this handbook [17]. 60



Presburger Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) It is well known thatmany relevant properties of reactive systems involve constraints on the numbersof occurrences of events. However, traditional temporal logics, like the ones wehave considered so far, can only express regular properties of processes. Thismeans that the set of models satisfying a given property form regular sets, and inparticular in the branching-time setting are a regular set of trees. To overcomethis limitation, Bouajjani, Echahed, and Robbana [10] introduced PresburgerComputation Tree Logic (PCTL) which extends a propositional version of CTLwith counting constraints on actions expressed by Presburger arithmetic for-mulae.More formally, CTL is extended with state formulae �, i.e., boolean com-binations of atomic propositions, Presburger arithmetic formulae f, existentialquanti�cation over integers written as 9x:', and a binding operator [x : �]:'.The binding operator associates the variable x with the state formula �, andstarting from the current state the variable x then counts the number of statessatisfying �.These new constructs permit to specify, for example, typical communicationprotocol properties like\between the beginning and the end of every session, there are ex-actly the same numbers of requests and acknowledgements" [10]by the PCTL formulaAG(BEGIN) [x : REQ]:[y : ACK]:AG(END) (x = y)))It has turned out, however, that PCTL is too expressive for automaticveri�cation purposes, as it is undecidable already for �nite-state systems. Theauthors therefore also introduce the fragment PCTL+ which di�ers from PCTLin that the until operators must be of the restricted form E[�U�] and A[�U�]where � is required to be a state formula. Despite this syntactic restriction,PCTL+ is still quite expressive and contains e.g., the formula given above.Moreover, it is decidable for BPA.3.1.2 Linear-Time LogicsIn contrast to branching-time logics, linear-time logics assume that at eachmoment in time there is only one determined possible future. This point ofview concerning the semantics of time leads immediately to models where thesemantic entities are sequences of events along a single time line, called runs.Depending on whether the underlying program structures may or may not con-tain deadlocks, i.e., states in which no further action is possible, these semanticmodels then either take into consideration both the �nite, as well as the in�niteruns, or restrict themselves to the in�nite runs only.In either case, formulae of a linear-time logic are then interpreted over theset of all (considered) runs, and the semantics [[�]] of a formula � is the set ofall runs � for which the formula holds, i.e., [[�]] = f� j � j= � g.Also in the case of linear-time logics, for system veri�cation one is typicallyinterested whether a speci�c state satis�es a certain property. This led to the61



following convention: a state s of a transition system satis�es a formula if everyrun starting at s satis�es it.In the following we introduce the linear-time logics most relevant for thestudy of in�nite-state systems. For a better comparison with branching-timelogics we will focus on action-based linear-time logics which have relativisednext operators, one for each possible action.Weak Linear Temporal Logic (WL) The weakest linear-time logic, calledWL, is built in analogy to Hennessy-Milner logic out of true, negation, conjunc-tion, and a relativised next operator (a)�, one for each action a 2 �. Formally,WL formulae have the following syntax.� ::= tt j :� j �1 ^ �2 j (a)�The inductive de�nition below stipulates when a run � has the property �,written as � j= �.� j= tt� j= :� if � j= � does not hold� j= �1 ^ �2 if � j= �1 and � j= �2� j= (a)� if �(1) a!�(2)^ �2 j= �Intuitively, a run satis�es (a)� if its �rst action is a, and the su�x run obtainedafter chopping o� the �rst state and the �rst action satis�es �.Like for HML, we would like to remark that WL is mainly of theoretical in-terest due to its limited expressive power which only captures �nite behaviour.In particular this means that the validity of a formula may readily be checkedindependently of the type of the considered (�nite-branching) system by inves-tigating all runs up to length j�j.Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [127] can beseen as the \standard" linear-time logic. It is widely used in tools for automaticveri�cation of reactive systems [105]. Similar to CTL, LTL is obtained by addingto WL an until operator �U . This extension increases the expressive powersigni�cantly, as it admits to reason about runs of unbounded length. The formalsemantics of the until operator is given as follows.� j= �U  if 9 i : �i j=  and 8 j < i : �j j= �Intuitively, a run s0a0!s1a1! : : : satis�es �U if � holds until eventually  holds,i.e., if there exists some su�x si ai!si+1ai+1! : : : satisfying  , and all precedingsu�xes sj aj!sj+1aj+1! : : : with j < i satisfy �.It is convenient to use the derived operators F� = tt U� (\eventually �")and its dual G� = :F:� (\always �"). They directly and concisely expresssimple liveness properties like \� eventually happens" as F�, and simple safetyproperties like \� never happens" as G:�.Despite its expressive power, there are, however, comparatively basic prop-erties like \at every even moment � holds" that cannot be expressed in62



LTL [146]. The reason for this inability becomes clear when switching to aformal language point of view. Obviously, the set of runs which satisfy a givenLTL formula can also be interpreted as a formal !-language, i.e., as a set ofin�nite words. Thomas [142] has shown that the LTL de�nable !-languagescorrespond to the class of star-free !-regular languages, an interesting subclassof the !-regular languages which results from restricting the monadic secondorder logic over in�nite words (S1S) to �rst-order logic.Because of this lack of expressiveness of LTL, various more expressive logicshave been studied, most notably the linear-time �-calculus which we considernext.The Linear-Time �-Calculus (LT�) The linear-time �-calculus [144] isthe linear-time analogue to the modal �-calculus: it is a powerful �xpoint logicin which all the usual linear-time operators like \always", \eventually", and\until" can be described. In particular, the logic is equivalent in its expressivepower to B�uchi automata [144, 47], and hence also to monadic second orderlogic over in�nite words (S1S) [18]. Consequently, the linear-time �-calculuscharacterizes the full class of !-regular languages and is thus strictly moreexpressive than LTL which may only describe star-free !-regular languages.This expressiveness is gained from adding variables to WL, together witha least �xpoint operator �X:�, which binds the variable X. In order to ensurevital monotonicity properties, X is only allowed to occur in � within the scopeof an even number of negations.The formal development proceeds structurally similarly as in the branching-time case. The semantics of the linear-time �-calculus is de�ned with respect toa valuation V mapping variables to sets of runs. The denotations for variablesand the �xpoint operator are inductively de�ned by the following rules, whereR denotes the set of all runs of a given labelled transition system.[[X]]V = V(X)[[�X:�]]V = T fR � R j R � [[�]]V [R7!X ] gMonotonicity arguments guarantee that [[�X:�]]V is the least �xpoint of thefunction which assigns to a set R of runs the set [[�]]V [R7!X ]. Dual operatorscan be de�ned just as in the branching-time case, allowing to transform everyformula into positive normal form, which is very convenient for veri�cationpurposes.Finally, the alternation depth of LT� formulae is de�ned as for the modal�-calculus. From a semantic point of view, there is, however, an importantdi�erence, as alternation depth does not yield a hierarchy of strictly more ex-pressive sublogics. This follows from the fact that LT� is equally expressive asB�uchi automata, and a B�uchi automaton can be encoded by an LT� formulaeof alternation depth at most two [124].Constrained Linear Temporal Logic (CLTL) The most expressive linear-time logic considered here is Constrained Linear Temporal Logic (CLTL), which63



was introduced in [13]. In analogy to PCTL (see Section 3.1.1) it allows to de-�ne nonregular properties, i.e., properties which characterize nonregular setsof runs, and that are therefore not de�nable by �nite-state !-automata. Thisexpressiveness is achieved by extending LTL with two kinds of constraints:counting constraints, which use Presburger arithmetic formulae to express con-straints on the number of occurrences of events, and pattern constraints, whichuse �nite-state Rabin-Scott automata to impose structural constraints on runs.More formally, LTL is �rst extended with state formulae �, i.e., booleancombinations of atomic propositions.Counting constraints are then introduced, as in the case of PCTL, by Pres-burger arithmetic formulae f, existential quanti�cation over integers writtenas 9x:', and a binding operator [x : �]:'. Through the binding operator thevariable x is associated with the state formula �, and from the current state onthe variable x then counts the number of states satisfying �. For example, theformula[x1 : �1]:[x2 : �2]:G(P) (x1 � x2))speci�es the property that in every computation starting from the current statewe have the invariant \whenever P holds, the number of states satisfying �2 isgreater or equal than the number of states satisfying �1".Finally, pattern constraints are introduced using formulae of the form # u:',and Au where A is a deterministic �nite-state automaton. The intended mean-ing is that a formula # u:' associates the current state with the position variableu, and if Au is a subformula of ', then Au holds whenever the trace of thecomputation from the state u to the current state is accepted by the automatonA. For instance, the formula# u:[x1 : �1]:[x2 : �2]:G(Au ) (x1 � x2))means that in every computation starting from the current state which is ac-cepted by A, the number of states satisfying �2 is greater than or equal to thenumber of states satisfying �1.As in the branching-time case, already for �nite-state systems this combi-nation of counting and pattern constraints yields undecidability. On the otherhand, two important fragments of CLTL which still allow us to specify a widerange of nonregular properties while retaining decidability have been identi�ed:CLTL2, where counting constraints cannot be introduced in eventuality formu-lae, and the less expressive simple-PLTL2, which extends LTL with countingconstraints, where only propositional formulae may be used in eventuality for-mulae.CLTL2, and therefore also CLTL, are strictly more expressive than LTL,since, e.g., the typical property of runs \every �nite pre�x contains at leastas many a actions as b actions" is expressible in CLTL2 but not even in thelinear-time �-calculus. On the other hand, simple-PLTL2 is incomparable toLTL, but allows us to express the complement of simple !-regular languages,which are !-languages de�nable by a �nite-state B�uchi automaton where everyloop in its transition graph is a self-loop.64



3.2 Algorithms for Branching-Time LogicsIn the branching-time setting we have to distinguish two rather di�erent situ-ations.First, for sequential type in�nite-state systems like BPA, PDA and some ex-tensions thereof monadic second order logic (MSOL) is known to be decidableby a complicated reduction to the emptiness problem for regular languages ontrees de�nable in monadic second order logic with n successors (SnS) [122]. Asa consequence, the modal �-calculus which can be strictly embedded in MSOLis also decidable, and may thus be used e�ectively for the speci�cation of prop-erties for these systems. A drawback is, however, that all decision proceduresbased on this approach are nonelementary. To palliate this problem in the lastyears some simpler and more direct algorithms have been developed which willbe presented in Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.Second, for in�nite-state models of concurrent computation like BPP, MSA,or Petri nets already the weak logic EG is undecidable [56]. This is mainly dueto the possibility of these models to describe grid-like structures, an easy causeof undecidability. The only positive result for this class of in�nite-state modelsconcerns the logic EF and the process class BPP [52] which turn out to imposea PSPACE-complete model checking problem [109, 111].3.2.1 BPAHennessy-Milner Logic Since BPA processes are �nite-branching, modelchecking HML is trivially decidable. As for all �nite-branching processes, thegiven BPA process has only to be unfolded up to depth j�j, for a HML for-mula � at hand, as validity of � can then readily be checked. The encodingof the unfolded tree as a BPA process is, however, rather concise. More con-cretely, Mayr [112] has shown that the general model checking problem for HMLand BPA is PSPACE-complete by a reduction from the problem of quanti�edboolean formulae (QBF).General Fixed FormulaHML PSPACE-complete PTIMEThe Modal �-Calculus The combination of expressive power and syntac-tic minimality makes the modal �-calculus an ideal formalism for conceptualstudies. It is therefore not surprising that it is indeed the most studied logicfor BPA processes and its extensions. In particular, this line of research hasproduced several di�erent model checking algorithms which can be classi�edinto being either global or local in nature, and into algorithms dealing with thefull logic or only with a fragment thereof.The �rst algorithm given for BPA processes was a global one handling thealternation-free fragment [27]. Although the original algorithm works on formu-lations of BPA processes and alternation-free formulae which are rather di�erentfrom those used in this survey, an adaptation to our setting is straightforward.The model checking algorithm proceeds by iteratively computing a formula spe-ci�c property transformer for each nonterminal of the given BPA system. To65



be more precise, let � be a �xed �-calculus formula and D� be the power setof subformulae of �. A property transformer TA for a nonterminal A is then amapping D� �! D� where TA(�) = � 0 means that � 0 is the set of subformulaeof � valid at A under the assumption that all subformulae in � are valid aftertermination of A, i.e., at the �nal state " from which no action can occur. Oncethe property transformers have been computed by means of a �xpoint itera-tion, the model checking problem is solved by taking the property transformerof the nonterminal corresponding to the initial state of the BPA process, andapplying it to the set of subformulae of � satis�ed by " (which can be easilylocally computed as " has no successor states).Let us illustrate this approach further by a simple example.Example 8 We take as the system to be model checked the BPA system fromExample 1 in Section 1.1 which is de�ned by the following three rewrite rulesX a!XB; X c!"; B b!"For this system we want to automatically verify that from the root X there existsan in�nite a-path on which the action c is always enabled. This property canformally be expressed by the alternation-free modal �-calculus formula� =df �Z:haiZ^ hcittThe �rst step of the second-order model checking algorithm consists now oftransforming the formula into an equivalent equational form [43] which explic-itly names all subformulae, yielding in our case�fZ1 = Z2 ^ Z3; Z2 = haiZ1; Z3 = hciZ4; Z4 = tt gDe�ning Z =df fZ1; Z2; Z3; Z4 g, the property transformers to be computedfor the nonterminals X and B are thus mappings D� �! D� where D� = 2Z .For notational convenience, we split these property transformers further intocomponent property transformers TZiN : D� �! 2fZi g, for i 2 f 1; : : : ; 4 g andN 2 fX;B g. These component transformers are just the projections on the Zi,i.e., TZiN (M) =df tZi(TN(M)) where tZi(M) =df fZi g if Zi 2M, and tZi(M) =df; otherwise. Hence we have TN(M) = S4i=1 TZiN (M). The next step combinesnow the BPA system with the formula in equational form yielding the followingequations for the component property transformers�8>>>>><>>>>>: TZ1X = TZ2X u TZ3X TZ1B = TZ2B u TZ3BTZ2X = TZ1X � TB TZ2B = t?TZ3X = tZ4 TZ3B = t?TZ4X = t> TZ4B = t?
9>>>>>=>>>>>;where u means argumentwise intersection, and � functional composition. Fur-thermore, we use t>, respectively t?, to denote the function which maps everysubset of D� to Z, respectively ;. 66



As we are looking for the largest solution, we have to initialize every com-ponent transformer with t>, and get the following �xpoint iteration.0 1 2 3TZ1X = TZ2X u TZ3X t> t> tZ4 tZ4TZ2X = TZ1X � TB t> t> t> t>TZ3X = tZ4 t> tZ4 tZ4 tZ4TZ4X = t> t> t> t> t>TZ1B = TZ2B u TZ3B t> t> t? t?TZ2B = t? t> t? t? t?TZ3B = t? t> t? t? t?TZ4B = t? t> t> t> t>The �nal step consists of two parts. First, computing the set of all subfor-mulae of � valid for ", which in this example gives fZ4 g. Second, applying theproperty transformer of X to fZ4 g, which results inTX(fZ4 g) = Ztells us that, in particular, Z1 and therefore � holds at X. Thus, as one mighthave expected, the considered system does indeed have an in�nite path from Xon which the action c is always enabled. For more details about second-ordermodel checking see [21].This second order algorithm has been generalized in [29] to handle the fullmodal �-calculus. Although the actual model checker results directly from acombination of the alternation-free variant and some kind of backtracking, asknown from �nite-state model checking algorithms (cf. [44]), the correspondingcorrectness proof requires a stronger framework, which uses dynamic environ-ments [29]. They are needed to explicitly model valuations of free variablesduring the iteration process.Both model checking algorithms have in common that they are global, asthey provide complete information about which of the subformulae of � aresatis�ed by the states of the BPA process under consideration. It is, in fact,even possible to explicitly represent the set of all states S� of a given transitionsystem satisfying a given formula � by means of a �nite automaton constructedfrom the obtained property transformers. In particular, this shows that S� isalways a regular set over the set of nonterminals [21].The two algorithms have a time complexity which is polynomial in the sizeof the system, while exponential only in the size of the formula. From a practicalpoint of view this means that the veri�cation of BPA processes should be stillfeasible, since realistic system properties can usually be expressed by smallformulae.Mayr [112] has shown that this complexity is essentially optimal by givinga matching lower bound for it. He obtained this lower bound by reducing the67



acceptance problem for linearly space bounded alternating Turing-machines tomodel checking BPA and the alternation-free �-calculus.Summarizing, it follows that model checking the modal �-calculus, or itsalternation-free fragment, for BPA is EXPTIME-complete.General Fixed Formulaalternation-free modal �-calculus EXPTIME-complete PTIMEfull modal �-calculus EXPTIME-complete PTIMEHungar and Ste�en [78] present a local model checking alternative to [27]in form of a remarkably simple tableau system. The sequents of the tableauxare again inspired by the notion of property transformer. They are of theform A ` h�;�i, with the intended meaning that � holds at state A underthe assumption that all formulae of � hold at the �nal state. The heart ofthe tableau system is the following composition rule, which is inspired by thesequential composition rule of Hoare logic:�� ` h�;�i� ` h�; �i � ` h�;�iThe rule has the following intended meaning. In order to show that � holds at�� under the assumption that � holds at the �nal state, we guess an interme-diate assertion �, and prove the following:� if � holds at the �nal state, then � holds before the execution of �;� if � holds after execution of �, then � holds immediately before its exe-cution.Hungar [75] extended this tableau system for parallel compositions of BPAprocesses and the alternation-free modal �-calculus. In contrast to BPP whereno synchronization is possible between processes, he considers a model whereBPA processes communicate on common actions. The tableau system presentedis sound, but, in general, not complete, as the parallel composition of two BPAprocesses (with communication) can simulate a Turing Machine. It is, how-ever, shown to be decidable for the special case in which at most one of thecommunicating processes is in�nite-state. This latter result coincides with theobservation of Burkart and Ste�en [28] that the synchronous parallel compo-sition of a BPA process with a �nite-state process is essentially a pushdownautomaton for which the model checking problem is known to be decidable.The Logic PCTL Finally, we mention that the veri�cation of nonregularproperties for BPA processes has also been considered. Bouajjani, Echahedand Robbana introduce in [10] the logic PCTL, an extension of CTL with Pres-burger arithmetic (see Section 3.1.1). First of all they show that the logic PCTLis undecidable even for �nite-state systems. This negative result is proved by areduction to the halting problem for Minsky machines and underpins the expres-sive power of PCTL. Weakening, subsequently, PCTL to its fragment PCTL+they regain on the other hand decidability of the model checking problem byreduction to the validity problem of Presburger arithmetic.68



3.2.2 Pushdown Processes and ExtensionsVerifying Hennessy-Milner Logic is essentially independent of the consideredprocess class, as long as the transitions systems which have to be considered are�nite-branching. Moreover, the considered logics expressing nonregular prop-erties are too powerful to be decidable for the class of pushdown processes andeven more expressive models. Our discussion of the process classes beyond BPAwill therefore focus on the alternation-free and full �-calculus.Pushdown Processess In formal language theory, automata are used asa \device" to accept sets of words. This goal leaves the free choice betweentwo equivalent acceptance criteria: acceptance with �nal control states and ac-ceptance with empty stack. For process theory, however, where automata areconsidered as a general computational model, acceptance with empty stack pro-vides a much better conceptual match: Reaching a PDA con�guration wherethe stack is empty then simply corresponds to termination of the process asso-ciated with the considered pushdown automaton.After the observation that the process class PDA, the class of transitiongraphs de�ned by pushdown automata accepting with empty stack, is strictlymore expressive than the class BPA [34] there has been a spurt of activity inthe development of veri�cation algorithms for such pushdown automata andtheir extensions.Roughly, these algorithms can be classi�ed as being� global, iterative, or� based on games, or� based on reachability analysis.The �rst algorithm developed for PDA [28] can handle the alternation-free�-calculus and is a generalization of the global, iterative one for BPA [27]. Ittakes into account the �nite control Q = fq1; : : : ; qn g of the given pushdownautomaton, by observing that starting from a con�guration qA the PDA canterminate in any of the con�gurations q1�; : : : ; qn� representing the emptystack. As a consequence, the property transformer for the nonterminal A mustnow be parameterized by q 2 Q, and instead of a single assertion the prop-erty transformer must take now jQj assertions into account, one for each of theterminating con�gurations qi�. Besides this more general domain for the prop-erty transformers the algorithm is similar to [27], and can be extended alongthe lines of [29] to handle also the full modal �-calculus.A second, quite di�erent approach is to consider games on the transitiongraphs of PDAs. Walukiewicz has shown that model checking a modal �-calculus formula � for a PDA P can be reduced to a parity game on a pushdowntree obtained from the combination of P and the syntax tree for � [149]. Fur-thermore, he proved that the winning strategy for a player in such a game canbe realized by a pushdown strategy automaton. Using this strategy automaton,it is then possible to reduce the existence of a winning strategy in the pushdowngame to the existence of a winning strategy in a �nite parity game associated69



with the strategy automaton. The last problem can, �nally, be decided byany model checking algorithm for �nite-state systems. It has to be pointed out,however, that the size of the �nite game constructed is exponential in the size ofthe pushdown automaton. More speci�cally, Walukiewicz has shown that modelchecking the alternation-free �-calculus for PDAs is EXPTIME-complete, andthat this result even holds for a �xed formula.The third technique for model checking pushdown automata is to ana-lyze reachable sets of con�gurations as introduced by Bouajjani, Esparza, andMaler [11]. Their approach is based on alternating pushdown automata, a gen-eralization of the classical notion of PDA which admits AND/OR transitionsteps. The main idea of the algorithm is, given a PDA P and an alternation-free �-calculus formula �, to construct the product of P and � by means of analternating pushdown automaton APP��. This representation allows us to ex-ploit that for alternating pushdown automata the set of all predecessors pre�(C)for a regular set of con�gurations C is always regular and can e�ectively be com-puted in terms of alternating �nite-state automata. In the case of APP�� thismeans that starting with the regular set Ctt of all pairs of con�gurations c andatomic formulae  such that c j=  , it is possible to e�ectively compute theset of all con�gurations which satisfy �, and hence to solve the model checkingproblem.The known complexity results for model checking PDA are summarized inthe following table. General Fixed Formulaalternation-freemodal �-calculus EXPTIME-complete EXPTIME-completefull modal �-calculus EXPTIME-complete EXPTIME-completeRegular Graphs Although we have emphasized in this survey the rewriting-based approach for the description of in�nite transition systems, other naturalrepresentations have also been considered. Especially in graph theory (cf. [8]),a variety of graph generation mechanisms have been studied. A particularlyattractive candidate in this �eld is the framework of deterministic graph gram-mars. They consist of an initial �nite hypergraph together with a set of hy-peredge replacement rules where hyperedges play the roles of nonterminals,and �nite hypergraphs the roles of right-hand side expressions. A particulardeterministic graph grammar represents then a single in�nite graph which isobtained as the limit of the �nite expansions of the initial hypergraph.Figure 5 shows an example graph grammar with a single rule where theinitial hypergraph consists of the single edge X.Graph grammars characterize the class of regular graphs which is equallyexpressive as the class of pushdown automata when unguarded rewrite rulesare allowed [32]. Nevertheless, Courcelle has shown that regular graphs stillpossess a decidable monadic second order theory [46]. As already for BPA,this decidability result yields, however, only a nonelementary complexity upperbound. 70
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Figure 5: An example graph grammar.Subsequently, Burkart and Quemener [26] have developed a direct modelchecking algorithm for the alternation-free �-calculus and regular graphs whichgeneralizes the global, iterative model checking algorithm of [27, 28]. Theyextend the method of computing property transformers for nonterminals towhole �nite hypergraphs where the glue vertices play the roles of start and endstates. Surprisingly, this generalization has the same worst-case complexity asmodel checking pushdown automata. Along the lines of [29] the algorithm caneven be adapted to cope with the full modal �-calculus.RECRat Graphs A still more expressive class of transition systems was in-troduced by Caucal in [33]. He considers the class of in�nite transition graphsRECRat de�ned by rewrite systems where in rewrite rules the left-hand side, aswell as the right-hand side may be regular languages. A rewrite rule L1 a�!L2is then interpreted as the in�nite collection of \ordinary" rules � a�!� where �is a word of the regular language L1 and � is a word of the regular language L2.Since these rules may only be applied with respect to pre�x rewriting, RECRatbelongs to an extension of sequential rewrite transition systems in which theset of rules may be in�nite. Caucal's main results are that this class properlyextends the class of regular graphs, and that RECRat has a decidable monadicsecond order theory.By exploiting an alternative representation of RECRat graphs in terms of in-verse regular morphisms and regular restrictions also given in [33] Burkart [22]has developed a more direct model checking algorithm for the full modal �-calculus. The idea is to combine the given formula �, the inverse regular mor-phism h-1, and the regular restriction L into a new �-formula �(�;h-1; L)which has then to be checked for validity on an in�nite, complete tree withbackward edges. The latter problem can readily be encoded as a BPA modelchecking problem for the full modal �-calculus, thereby resulting in a singleexponential model checking algorithm for RECRat.Macro Processes Another natural extension of BPA are macro processes asconsidered by Hungar in [76]. This framework extends the interpretation ofBPA processes as procedures, �rst given in [27], by allowing transitions with71



\higher-order procedure calls". Macro processes add to the simple idea thatnonterminals correspond to procedure identi�ers and right-hand sides to proce-dure bodies the concept of typed formal procedure parameters: left-hand sidesin the grammar have typed formal parameters, which can be instantiated bynonterminals of appropriate type.The typing discipline establishes a strict \is allowed to be passed as a pa-rameter to" hierarchy among the nonterminals, which, in particular, excludesthe possibility of self application: it is not possible to pass a procedure to it-self as a parameter. This is essential to maintain the decidability of the modelchecking problem.The concept of higher-order recursion is quite powerful. In fact, the class ofmacro processes belonging to the �rst level in the hierarchy corresponds to theclass of potentially in�nite-branching pushdown processes, and thus covers theclass of regular graphs, while macro processes of higher levels are strictly moreexpressive [77].For these macro processes, Hungar developed a local as well as global it-erative model checking algorithm for the alternation-free �-calculus. Both al-gorithms have complexity O(tower(k)) for a type hierarchy of depth k wheretower(0) =df 0 and tower(n + 1) =df 2tower(n). In particular, this shows thathis algorithm for the general problem, where k remains unspeci�ed, has nonele-mentary time complexity.3.2.3 BPP and Petri NetsGoing from models for sequential computation to models for concurrent com-putation the picture concerning decidability of model checking changes dramat-ically in the branching-time setting.The Logic EG In [56], Kiehn and Esparza show that the model checkingproblem for the logic EG is undecidable for BPP, and consequently, also for allthe other considered branching-time logics except EF. This result is obtainedby a reduction from the halting problem for Minsky two counter machineswhich is known to be undecidable [117]. Given a Minsky two counter machineM, it is possible to construct a BPP PM which models M in the weak sensethat PM may simulate the computations of M, but may also \cheat" at somepoints during the simulation. Nevertheless, it is still possible to characterizethe \honest runs" of the system, as well as reachability of the halting state,in the logic EG, although the formula becomes quite complicated. A closerinspection of the proof reveals that the result even holds for the restricted classof deterministic BPPs, and that the formula expressing that the halting statecan be reached along an honest computation is independent of the argumentprocess.The Logic EF The only branching-time logic not covered by the negativeresult for the logic EG is the logic EF. For this logic Esparza has shown in [52]that the model checking problem for BPPs is decidable. The result is basedon the fact that the reachability relation for BPPs is e�ectively semilinear, i.e.,72



can be characterized by a formula in Presburger arithmetic. Combining thenthis Presburger formula with the given EF formula � yields again a Presburgerformula characterizing the set of reachable states satisfying �. Based on a de-cision procedure for the validity of Presburger arithmetic formulae one obtainsa double exponential time model checking algorithm for EF and BPPs.On the other hand, Esparza also proved a lower bound for the problemby a reduction of the validity problem for quanti�ed boolean formula (QBF),which is known to be PSPACE-complete. This PSPACE-hardness result, whicheven holds for BPPs that describe �nite-state systems, was complemented byMayr [109, 111] who showed that the model checking problem for full BPP onlyrequires polynomial space, thereby establishing that it is PSPACE-complete.Thus adding recursion to �nite-state BPPs does not increase the complexity ofmodel checking. A further consequence of Mayr's result is that for a �xed for-mula of nesting depth k the problem lies in �Pk, the k-th level of the polynomialhierarchy. Overall, model checking BPP's with respect to EF has the followingcomplexities. General Fixed FormulaEF PSPACE-complete �PkGoing up in the process hierarchy to the more expressive class of Petri Netscosts decidability for EF as shown by Esparza in [51]. Undecidability is shownby a reduction from the undecidable containment problem for Petri Nets, whichis de�ned as follows: determine for every two Petri Nets N1 and N2 with thesame number of places and each bijection f between their places, whether foreach reachable markingM of N1 it is guaranteed that f(M) is reachable in N2.3.2.4 PAAs PA properly contains BPP, the logic EG is immediately undecidable for PA.Hence, the only branching-time logic not covered by this result is the logic EFfor which Mayr [110] has proved decidability. He presents a sound and completetableau system which is based on process decomposition. This algorithm hascomplexity O(tower(k)) for formulae of nesting-depth k. Moreover, when theformula is �xed, the complexity lies in �Pk. Later, Lugiez and Schnoebelen [104]proved decidability of the logic EF for PA by a completely di�erent methodusing tree-automata to represent sets of con�gurations. The complexity of theiralgorithm is, however, the same as that of Mayr's algorithm. Since the bestknown lower bound for the problem is PSPACE-hardness, the exact complexityof this model-checking problem is still unknown.General Fixed FormulaEF PSPACE-hard �Pk3.2.5 General ProcessesWe close this section by mentioning that Brad�eld has proposed in [15] a soundand complete tableau system for the modal �-calculus and arbitrary in�nite73



transition systems. This tableau system is of course highly undecidable, butprovides a general guideline for interactive proofs.3.3 Algorithms for Linear-Time LogicsFrom a theoretical point of view linear-time logics are quite attractive as theyhave a natural connection to automata on in�nite strings. More speci�cally,the set of runs denoted by formulae of classical linear-time logics like e.g., LTLor the linear-time �-calculus are always !-regular sets. Consequently, most ofthe model checking algorithms for linear-time logics follow the automata-basedapproach where linear-time formulae are modelled as B�uchi automata [146, 145].Intuitively this approach works as follows. Given a process and a linear-timeformula � a B�uchi automaton B:� is constructed, which accepts exactly allruns not satisfying �. Building the product of this B�uchi automaton with theB�uchi automaton for the process yields a B�uchi automaton, whose language isempty, if and only if it satis�es �. This reduces the model checking problemto the emptyness problem for B�uchi automata.Two di�erent methods for the construction of a \property automaton" B�have been proposed.The �rst method could be termed global, as it constructs two automata BLand BR such that L(B�) = L(BL) \ L(BR). Here the automaton BL checkssome local conditions on the model, while BR is the complement automaton ofBR which checks for non-well-foundedness of a regeneration sequence related tominimal �xpoints [144].The second method takes the compositional approach where with each con-nective in the logic a corresponding construction on automata is associated.The �nal automaton B� is then obtained by starting with the basic automatafor the variables in �, and applying the corresponding automata constructionsinductively according to the structure of �. The main di�culty of this method,which has been developed by Dam for the linear-time �-calculus [47], is con-cerned with the automata constructions related to the �xpoint operators.All algorithms considered in the sequel follow the automata-based approachand may use either the global or the compositional construction for the propertyB�uchi automaton. Since B�uchi automata are equally expressive as the linear-time �-calculus all algorithms directly deal with the more expressive linear-time�-calculus, and subsume model checking LTL as a special case.Before we proceed with the speci�cs of the in�nite-state case, we men-tion that LTL, respectively LT�, model checking for �nite-state systems hasintensively been studied. For instance, it is well-known that model checkingLTL, respectively LT�, is PSPACE-complete for �nite-state systems [135, 144].Both results follow from a polynomial reduction to satis�ability testing which isshown to be PSPACE-complete itself. Fortunately, the complexity is exponen-tial only in the size of the formula which is in practice often small, but linear inthe system size [102]. Despite these at �rst sight negative results, the feasibilityof linear-time model checking for �nite-state systems has been demonstratedby practical veri�cation tools like SPIN [73], PROD [147] or PEP [148].74



3.3.1 BPA and Pushdown ProcessesLTL and LT� The decidability of the model checking problem for pushdownprocesses and the linear-time �-calculus follows immediately from the decidabil-ity of the corresponding problem for the modal �-calculus, since the linear-time�-calculus can be interpreted in its branching-time equivalent, however at theprice of an exponential blowup. This blowup in the translation can, however,be avoided by a more direct approach which applies automata-theoretic tech-niques.Given a PDA P and a linear-time formula �, one constructs as usual a B�uchiautomaton B:� accepting exactly all runs which do not satisfy �. Combiningthen this B�uchi automaton with the PDA P yields a B�uchi PDA P � B:�representing the synchronized product of P and B:� where a run is acceptedif it visits a certain set of control locations in�nitely often. Accordingly, allruns starting in a con�guration c of P satisfy � i� c has no accepting runin P � B:�. Bouajjani, Esparza, and Maler have shown in [11] that the setC:� of all con�gurations of this B�uchi PDA possessing an accepting run cane�ectively be computed by means of a certain kind of �nite automaton, calledmulti-automaton. The model checking problem then simply reduces to checkingwhether the initial con�guration of the PDA P is a member of C:�.This algorithm shows that model checking pushdown processes with LTL,as well as the linear-time �-calculus, is in EXPTIME. A reduction of the ac-ceptance problem for linearly bounded alternating Turing machines, which isknown to be EXPTIME-complete [93], shows, furthermore, that the problem isEXPTIME-hard. Overall, these results establish that the model checking prob-lem for pushdown automata wrt. LTL, as well as the linear-time �-calculus,is EXPTIME-complete. Fixing a formula �, on the other hand, the modelchecking problem has only polynomial complexity in the size of the system rep-resentation. Thus the problem is only slightly harder than in the �nite-statecase which is PSPACE-complete, and it is also polynomial in the system sizefor a �xed formula.Shortly afterwards Mayr [111] has also settled the exact complexity of modelchecking LTL for BPA processes which is not covered by the previous results.He has shown, by generalizing the proof of Bouajjani, Esparza, and Maler,that model checking the weaker class of context-free processes with LTL isEXPTIME-complete as well.Summarizing, we have the following complexity results for model checkingLTL, respectively LT�, on sequential processes.General Fixed FormulaFSA PSPACE-complete PTIMEBPA EXPTIME-complete PTIMEPDA EXPTIME-complete PTIMEIn addition, Esparza et al. [54] have developed e�cient algorithms for modelchecking pushdown processes when the negation of the speci�cation is already75



given in form of a B�uchi automaton. This circumvents the exponential conver-sion from LT� to B�uchi automata.The Logic CLTL Finally, decidability of nonregular linear-time propertieshas been investigated by Bouajjani and Habermehl in [12]. They considerCLTL, a linear-time logic which extends LTL with pattern constraints expressedby �nite-state automata and counting constraints using Presburger arithmeticformulae. As full CLTL is undecidable even for �nite-state systems [13], itsfragment CLTL2 which essentially does not allow eventuality formulae withcounting constraints is introduced. It turns out that CLTL2 is decidable forpushdown automata which is shown in four steps:� First, since CLTL2 is not closed under negation, the syntactic complementof CLTL2, called CLTL3, is introduced. Both fragments are related bythe property that for each � 2 CLTL2 there exists � 0 2 CLTL3 suchthat :� and � 0 have the same semantics, and vice versa.� Second, it is shown that any formula of CLTL3 can be transformed intoa normal form which is essentially a conjunction of an !-regular propertyexpressed in terms of a linear-time �-calculus formula and a pure countingconstraint eventuality formula.� Third, it is proved that satis�ability of a formula � 2 CLTL3 relativelyto a set of sequences S can be reduced to a constrained emptiness prob-lem. If ~S, a technical set construction related to S, has the additionalproperty that its intersection with an !-regular language always yields asemilinear set, then the satis�ability problem can further be reduced tothe nonemptiness problem of semilinear sets which itself is known to bedecidable.� Fourth and last, the fact that pushdown processes generate !-context-free languages, which are semilinear and closed under intersection with!-regular languages shows that the satis�ability problem for CLTL3 isdecidable, and consequently so is the model-checking problem for CLTL2.3.3.2 BPP and Petri NetsLTL and LT� Here, only the model checking problem for the more expressiveclass of Petri nets and the stronger logic LT� has been considered. As it turnsout, the decidability of the model checking problem for LT� and Petri nets issensitive to whether atomic propositions beyond just true are allowed in thelogic or not. As shown by Esparza, the case with general atomic propositions isundecidable [53], while in case that true is the only allowed atomic propositionthis problem becomes decidable [51].The given decision procedure is based on an automata-theoretic character-isation of the logic which was introduced by Vardi and Wolper [146]. Re�ninga technique of [47] Esparza has shown that, given a closed formula �, there76



exist two �nite automata A:� and B:� accepting the �nite, respectively in-�nite, words that do not satisfy �. Consequently, the Petri net N satis�es� i� L(N) \ L(A:�) = ; and L(N) \ L(B:�) = ;. In order to decide thesetwo properties the �nite automata are transformed into certain Petri nets andcombined with N in a way similar to the classical automata product yieldingN � NA:� and N � NB:� such that L(N � NA:�) = L(N) \ L(NA:�) andL(N�NB:�) = L(N) \ L(NB:�). Esparza then proves that1. L(N) \ L(A:�) 6= ; i� the Petri net N � NA:� has a reachable deadmarking which marks some place of a certain set S.2. L(N) \ L(B:�) 6= ; i� the Petri net N�NB:� has a run which containsin�nitely many occurrences of transitions of a certain set T.Now the existence of a reachable dead marking in (1.) can be decidedsolving an exponential number of instances of the reachability problem for Petrinets. The reachability problem is known to be decidable since the early eightieswhen Kosaraju [96], as well as Mayr [106], presented a non-primitive recursivealgorithm. Only recently, Bouziane discovered an EXPSPACE-algorithm [14]which matches the long known complexity lower bound of Lipton [103].The existence of a run in (2.) containing in�nitely many occurrencesof transitions of a given set T was shown to be decidable by Jantzen andValk [83]. Later Yen has shown that this can be decided also within expo-nential space [150].Overall, this yields an EXPSPACE-algorithm. Since on the other hand thereachability problem for Petri nets can be encoded in LTL, the model check-ing problem is also EXPSPACE-hard, proving the problem to be EXPSPACE-complete.For reactive systems, which often are assumed to provide a certain ser-vice forever without ever terminating, another, non-standard semantics is ofinterest, which only takes in�nite runs into account. When restricted to these!-semantics, the space complexity of Esparza's decision procedure is exponen-tial in the size of the Petri net and double exponential in the size of the formula.Recently, Habermehl [62] has improved on this complexity by showing that thespace complexity can be reduced to be polynomial in the size of the formula,which is known to be a lower bound already for �nite-state systems. However,also in the !-setting the problem remains EXPSPACE-hard in the size of thesystem.Even more surprisingly, the same complexity is obtained already for theweaker model of BPP and the weaker logic LTL [64]. In this case EXPSPACE-hardness can be shown in �ve steps:� First, the EXPSPACE-complete problem whether an exponentially space-bounded Turing-machine accepts a given input, is reduced to the prob-lem whether the exponentially space-bounded universal Turing-machineaccepts a given input. 77



� Second, the universal Turing-machine is encoded in an exponentiallyspace-bounded universal Minsky n-counter machine, for which, conse-quently, the acceptance problem is EXPSPACE-hard.� Third, this universal Minsky n-counter machine can be encoded as a paral-lel composition of a BPP and a �nite automaton yielding a PPDA similarto the construction in [103] or [53]. The size of this �nite automaton is afunction in the size of the �nite control of the universal counter machineand thus �xed and �nite.� Fourth, the problem if the resulting PPDA has an in�nite run can beencoded in a model checking problem for BPP and an LTL-formula. TheLTL-formula depends only on the �xed �nite automaton and is thus also�xed. This encoding of the automaton in LTL is possible, since, by choos-ing the atomic actions accordingly, the automaton can be made star-free.Summarizing, we have the following complexities when model checking LTL,respectively LT�. LTL and LT� with standard semanticsGeneral Fixed FormulaBPP / PN EXPSPACE-complete EXPSPACE-completeLTL and LT� with !-semanticsFixed System Fixed FormulaBPP / PN PSPACE-complete EXPSPACE-completeThe Logic CLTL Pursuing their research on CLTL, Bouajjani and Haber-mehl have shown that CLTL2 is also decidable for Petri nets [12]. Since Petrinets are in contrast to pushdown processes not semilinear, the proof for thedecidability of CLTL2 on pushdown processes does not carry over. This timesatis�ability of CLTL3 is reduced in several steps to the reachability problemin Petri nets.� First, the regular part of the CLTL3 formula � is transformed into anequivalent B�uchi automaton B which is then combined with the net Nsuch that N� B represents their synchronized product.� Second, one can show that the set of markings M of N � B from whichthe B�uchi automaton accepts every run is semilinear.� Third, since the counting constraint part of � also describes a semilinearset of markings M 0, and since semilinear sets are closed under intersec-tion, the satis�ability problem reduces to the reachability problem for thesemilinear set of markings M \M 0.� Fourth and last, the previous reachability problem for semilinear sets canbe reduced to the classical reachability problem for single markings inPetri nets. 78



3.3.3 PALTL and LT� Although LTL is decidable for BPA, as well as for BPP, thisresult does not longer hold in their common generalization PA. As shown in [13],a Minsky machine can be simulated by three BPA processes in parallel, suchthat their \honest" synchronization, as well as the reachability of the haltingstate, is expressible by a LTL formula. More technically, the halting of theMinsky machine is encoded as the nonemptiness of the intersection of an !-star-free language with a PA !-language. Undecidability of the model checkingproblem for LTL and PA follows then immediately from the undecidability ofthe halting problem for Minsky machines [117].The Logic CLTL As a corollary, the undecidability of model checking LTLalso proves that PA !-languages are not closed under intersection with !-star-free languages. On the other hand, it is shown in [12] that PA !-languagesare closed under intersection with the smaller class of simple !-regular lan-guages, i.e., !-languages de�nable by a �nite-state B�uchi automaton where ev-ery loop in its transition graph is a self-loop. Since the fragment simple-PLTL2of CLTL, which is incomparable to LTL, expresses exactly the simple!-regularlanguages, it can, �nally, be shown that simple-PLTL2 is indeed decidable forPA.3.4 SummaryFrom a bird's perspective we may conclude that sequential-type systems, likeBPA and PDA, are inherently easier to analyse than parallel-type systems. Thisconclusion is supported by both the (un)decidability as well as the complexityresults:For BPA and PDA, most branching and linear-time logics are decidable,while for parallel-type systems, like BPP and Petri nets, except for the veryrestrictive branching-time logics HML and EF only linear-time logics are decid-able. In particular the modal �-calculus as well as LTL (and even CLTL2) aredecidable for PDA, while on the other hand all branching-time logics exceptHML are undecidable for Petri nets, and merely the linear-time �-calculus withtrue as only atomic proposition is decidable for Petri nets.Considering the complexity results for model checking the picture is similar.For example on the sequential side model checking the modal �-calculus andthe linear-time �-calculus are both EXPTIME-complete for PDA, while on theparallel side the model checking problem for Petri nets with respect to the linear-time �-calculus is already EXPSPACE-complete. The following correspondingtables summarize these results and the pointers to the relevant literature. Toabbreviate the notation, G: indicates the complexity of the general problem,while F: speci�es the complexity of the problem when the formula is �xed.The central results presented in this chapter concern worst-case estimationswithin the classical complexity class structure. This classi�cation, althoughconstituting a very good guideline also for practical purposes, must often be re-79



Class Logic ComplexityBPA HML G: PSPACE-complete [112]F: PTIMEBPA modal �-calculus G: EXPTIME-complete [149, 112]F: PTIME [29]PDA modal �-calculus G: EXPTIME-complete [149]F: EXPTIME-complete [149]BPP EF G: PSPACE-complete [52, 109, 111]F: �Pk [52, 109, 111]PA EF G: PSPACE-hard [110, 111]F: �Pk [111]Class Logic ComplexityFSA LTL / LT� G: PSPACE-complete [135, 144]F: PTIMEBPA LTL / LT� G: EXPTIME-complete [111]F: PTIME [11]PDA LTL / LT� G: EXPTIME-complete [11]F: PTIME [11]BPP / PN LTL / LT� G: EXPSPACE-complete [51, 111]F: EXPSPACE-complete [51, 111]Figure 6: Complexities of model checking problems.�ned in order to provide a real basis for implementation decisions. We thereforepropose to investigate� �ner complexity class structures, e.g., in many cases people only acceptlinear or at most quadratic algorithms, and even constant factors mayplay a signi�cant role;� average or `in practice' behaviours: systems developed by people are oftenmuch better behaved as suggested by worst-case analyses; and� special restrictive but practical system/property combinations, which canbe treated e�ciently.Whereas the �rst two points do not require any further explanation, the thirdshould become clearer by considering program analysis as an illustrating ex-ample. Here the so-called bitvector problems constitute a highly relevant buttractable class. In fact, along the lines of [110, 57, 131] it is straightforward todeduce that interprocedural bitvector analyses, even for programs with fork/joinparallelism and shared variables, admit model checking in linear time. Specialcases like this, which depend on rather speci�c patterns of formulae and/or mod-els, will always have to be considered case by case. However, we are convincedthat the overview of the general complexities provides bene�cial guidelines even80



for such re�ned complexity considerations, as one cannot construct a scenarioavoiding `bottlenecks' without knowing exactly where they are located.
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